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Got the Blues?
The silent Blue Man Group's
actions speak louder than words.
Page 14

James Madison I hiversity

Road Rules

Best in State

Students make their own rules
as they travel the country for
good friends, good music, good
times. Pag* 13

Women's gymnastics team earns
state title after defeat over William
& Mary and Radford Friday night.
Page 19

Challenged Committee
With only 35 days to go, the
Senior Class Challenge seeks help
to reach its goal. Page 3

Justice served Madison
Clarence Thomas discusses founding fathers, Constitution
BY TOM STEINPHLDT

news editor

ALKX VtSSUSIinuor ptkftni/ilirr
Supreme Court Justice Clarence Thomas spoke Thursday commemorating
James Madison and his contributions as a founding father.

The right to individual
liberty tor all people in a
country strong enough to
protect and defend itself and
ils people were principles set
by JMU's namesake and
paved the way for America's
unprecedented prosperity.
Supreme Court justice
Oarence Thomas, bom into
small means in segregated
rural Georgia 53 years ago,
reflected on the impact of
James Madison, the t.»tli*-r ot

the Constitution, in his
keynote address commemorating Madison Day on
Thursday morning.
The first sitting Supreme
Court justice it> -.peak at
JMU, Thomas veered little
from the topics of Madison
and the Constitution in his
prepared lecture, providing
an insightful lesson on the
equal right to liberty for all
to a capacity-filled Wilson
Hall audience
Thomas said tin.' idea set
forth in the Constitution that
thea1 are universal prindpfcfl

enough that it would itself
not become the destroyer ot
the self same liberties."
In describing the principles established by the
funding fathers Ilumias.
one of the high court's moat
politically
OOflsen alive
members. foCUWd on the
importance of maintaining
the Constitution s original
interpretation.
Thomas
addftJBMd Thomas lettci
son'-. Ivliet that .ill people
are created equal with a

applicable to all people at all
times, and the creation of a
strong yet United government MS allowed America
"to enjoy unprecedented
political stability and economic ami social prosperity
for DIOR than two centuries."
Thomas
continued,
"Madison and other Irameis
nude I significant advance
in politics and political thetv
rv, an advance that allowed
them to create a government strong enough i"
defend HMU and the liberties
ot its people, yet limited

.
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Dukes
score
invitation
BY DKKW WILSON

staff writer
Two days after knocking off Temple University 5957 in the first round of the Women's National Invitational Tournament, the Dukes defeated second-round
opponent Georgetown University 78-74 at the t 'on vt >■
cation Center Saturday night. JMU will mow on to
pj Mississippi Stall- University, which will host the
/NIT quarterfinals tomormw night.
In another down-tothe-wire game that feaWQMDTS
tured 18 lead changes
NAITONAI
and nine ties, JMU came
back rrom a 34-33 halfINVITAT
time deficit and made
key free thmws in the
final minute to hold 00
the Hoyas.
"What a typical JMU
Dukes
basketball
game," coach Bud
Childers said. "Right
down to the wire, a lot
of heart, a lot of hustle, a lot of people stepping up
and making plays."
With Georgetown ahead 61-58, junior guard
Allyson Keener nailed a 3-pointer to tie the game
with five minutes ,MK\ 43 seconds to play. Sophonu R
guard Shanna Price's jump shot a minute later gave
the Dukes a 63-61 lead
Sophomore guard Jess Cichowic/ was fouled by
senior guard I'orshia Jones with &31 to play. Jones
was then hit wilh a technical foul Childers lenl
Keener to the line, where she sank both tree throws
Cichowicz then hit one of two free throws to give tin
Dukes a 66-61 lead.
The Hovas cut into the 5-point dehcil on their
next possession. Sophomore forward ZtUZAfUia
Horvath put Georgetown within 2 points when
she connected on a 3-point play. True gave |MU a
4-point margin when she drained Kith Inv throw 1
on their next possession
The Dukes had the chance to improve their lead.
but missed three straight free throws. Price «ame
through OflOe again, hitting another jumper to put
the Dukes up hv 3.
tee PRICK, page 7
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Junior Allyson Keener goes for a layup as Temple Junior Athena
Chrlstoforakls attempts to Mock at last Thursday's first-round matchup
In the Women's National Invitational Tournament.

c-VKKll KUNKBR/afcspi
Green Party leader Ralph Nader spoke Saturday,
sharing his views on a corporate world.

Against
the 'Green'
Nader spouts dangers
of corporate America
BY SAKAII JONES

the evening news and the

senior writer

media's u.le m shaping

(ireen Tarty trout man
Ralph Nader spoke tor
nearly three hours to a
•solil out cmwd in Wilson
Hall Saturday about the
concepts of "growing up
corporate" endTother issues
surmundmg his tonsiiiiHT
based ideologies
"Growing up corporate

Democrats protest Thomas
BYROBYNGI-KMISM V,)«

conlribulinit writer
On Thursd.n
morning,
Suprrmr CiHirt lusluv ( larenoe
Thomas spoke .il Wilson I Kill .is
part nl the J.inu--. Madiwn Day
irl.'hr.ition. ."id tin- IMU ColWys IVmmr.its li»>k ll«' opportunity to tXBdM llu'ii rigM lei

free ipeedi snd pwl«l il»'
Madison ( olknunun's selection
Of Thoni.i- .is .i k''v W* s|K-,ikir
Starling on lha oommoni at
8:IS a.m.. about 30 to 50 sluuVnts uinsislinK of members
from ihc |Mi College Democrats, i.Q.l A I. and tin' Pl»
graMfve Coalition rn.ir.hid to
the Quad in front of Wilson

Hall. Protesters held signs that
read "Anita Fair Ruling" and
Your Honor I, Object" and
handed out fliers with information about Thomas' stance on
diversity and civil rights and
■exual orientation.
"It's inappropriate that he is
hen-," senior Rachel F.ckelberry
s.n«l He diHsn't represent the
views of most Americans. He
voted against sexual assault and
he doesn't believe in UR
rights."
Tluise protesting laid thev
wanted to have a constructive
protest and basically inform
JMU students and facullv that
m THOMAS, page S

people's views He also
covered topics such as the
GOametfc industry, the ivlationship between 'he consumer and seller. Standardized testing and other 1,1.
tors ot higher education,
and povertj
During the questkmand-answei session following his lecture Nacan
also spoke about his \ lews
on pollution and

has a lot ot consequences"
Nader
Mid Ifl
not just
Growing up corporate
P ■ y i ng
more, it's
has a lot of
not |iist
having a
consequences.
less sate

U

society,
it's
not
(list losing

— Ralph Nader
Green Pi

be» 0 me

control of
our gov-

UWBSUfhimSm**
Sophomores Lynette Diaz, left, and Raul Burgos hold protest signs
on the commons Thursday opposing Clarence Thomas' visit.

erninenC its no) just jeopardizing and ruining our
em iroiunent — it's damaging our own itU
reaped."
I le touched on a multitude ot aspects that stir
round his belie! that is
citizens have grown up
thinking ot lite only in corporate terms Some of the
subjects ha elaborated on
included corporate violence. Crime and weltare

re, v« ling,

0 1 e i
t row i\vd
1 s prig.
ons cruelty ot factory (arms,
addictive
dnigs that
h a a 11 h

problems

and

concerning a
nght to choose.
In

terms

abortion

woman's
ot

what

[Nader's] done, it was
Inteieatlng to hear hurt talk
about corporate corruption
in polities.' junior losh
c oken said
l thought
wh.it he said could moti
\ate people who aren't

active to get active. I voted
see NADER, page 4
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DUKE DAYS EVENTS CALENDAR

NEWS

Warner, e-mail Amy at dbeneal

MONDAY, MARCH 19
• Science Fiction/Fantasy Guild meeting, 7 p m.. Taylor 311
• Take Back me Night Coalilion meeting. 7 to 8:30 p.m., Taylor
400
• "Finding a Career with a B A or B S in Psychology" symposium. 7 p.m.. Zane Showker G6. open to everyone, sponsored by Peer Advising

TUESDAY, MARCH 20
• Circle K National Servce Organization meeting, 6 p.m..
Roop 129. e-mail Melissa at honigmb
• Organization Representative Council informational
meeting. 7:30 pm. ISAT 148. guest speaker Dr.

• Speech by "Boys Don't Cry" dim director Kimberty Peirce. 8
p.m.. Wilson, call UPB at x6217

Madison Week
Burger King protest

WEDNESDAY, MARCH 21

Amnesty hunger strike

• Biotechnology Career Fair, noon to 5 p m . ISAT 259. tree,
sponsored by VaBIO

WTO movie director
Senior Class Challenge

• Brown Bag Lecture Senes. "Climbing the Ladder The British
Caste System" by Kimberly Eaton and Robert Spousta. honor
students. 12:20 to 1 10 p.m . Hillcrest House

OPINION

• School ol Psychology Minonty Student Reception, featuring
Albert Roberts, chair ol Howard University's psychology department, 1 lo 3 p.m., Cleveland Hall lobby

House Editorial
Dodging the bullet but taking
the punch
Spotlight If you could lock any two
celebnties m a room who would it
be and why?

POLICE LOG

WEATHER
IIASEY BONDS
'police nyorler

Letters to the Editor
Darts and Pats

An officer on patrol reportedly observed a
wrecked Dodge vehicle abandoned in C10-lot
on Carrier Drive on March 15
The vehicle had reportedly left the roadway
striking a tree, a fire hydrant, several posts, a
chain and a parked state vehicle between 2
and 4:19 am
The vehicle was reportedly abandoned at
the scene, and no persons were found injured
or at the scene. The incident is under investigation
Possession of Marijuana
• Non-student Paul E Ritchie Jr, 19. ol
Harnsonburg, was arrested and charged with
possession of marijuana on March 13 at 11
pm. in R 1-tol
• James H Cook. 19, of Berryville. and
Beniamin C Crawford. 19. of Winchesler. were
arrested and charged with possession of manluana on March 13 al 9 07 p.m in White Hall
• Darren M Long, 18. ol Warrenton, was
arrested nnd charged with possession of manjuana on March 13 at 9:50 p.m. in Ikenberry
Hall

Underaged Possession of Alcohol
• Kathenne L Martz, 18, of Stafford, was
arrested and charged with underaged possession ol alcohol on March 16 at 1:10 a.m. in
Garber Hall
Underaged Consumption of Alcohol
• A JMU student was judicially referred for
underaged consumption of alcohol on March
Mat 1156pm m Eagle Hall
The subject was reportedly taken to RMH
and treated for alcohol poisoning
Possession of Stolen Property
• Michelle L. Kelron, 18. of Fairfax, was
arrested and charged with forgery of public
property, possession ol stolen property and
unauthorized use of university properly on
March 13 al 8:50 p.m.
The subject was reportedly involved in the
theft of a hangiag which sne duplicated and
used
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"As Bees & Honey Drown" preview 14

MARKET WATCH
DOW JONES

S&P500

close: 1.150 53

CLASSIFIEDS
How lo place a classified: Come to The Breeze
office weekdays between 8am and 5 p.m
Cost $2.50 tor the first 10 words. $2 for each
additional 10 words: boxed classified, $10 per column inch.
Deadlines: noon Friday for Monday issue, noon
Tuesday for Thursday issue.
Classifieds must be paid in advance in The
Breeze office

Sports beat

19

Sports weekly

19

Gymnastics

19

Club gymnastics

20

Blitz Over Easy

21

01de Mill Village
$300 REBATE OR FREE
ETHERNET, PHONE AND CABLE!!
ITS YOUR CHOICE!!
Olde Mill Village is offering a $300 rebate or FREE ethernet, phone
and cable for all new tenants signing a full lease for the 2001-02 year.
Some full units are still available!
S

s

S
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s
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'Restrictions apply. Limited time offer.

O
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O
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Our apartments have amenities galore:
•Level grounds with no hills lo climb or interstate to cross.
•Only four blocks to campus.
• Air conditioned and heated with energy' efficient heat pumps.
• Stain resistant wall-to-wall carpeting.
• Mini-blinds on all windows.
• Basketball court.
• Paved parking spaces.
' Pre-wired for ethernet access to campus.
• Telephone and cable outlets in each room.

11A South Avenue,
Harrisonburg

AMAC.I RI-.AI1T
NA1.I Ml NTCI

13

STYLE
Book review

close 1,890 91

Advertising
Executives:
Brand) Duncan
Melissa Forrest
Melissa Reynolds
TimRitz
Jennifer Titlow
AnneWhitley

12

FOCUS

see POLICE LOO page 7

The Breeze is published Monday and Thursday mornings and distributed
throughout James Madison University and the local Harnsonburg community
Comments and complaints should be addressed lo Gma Montefusco. editor
M
r M:
,c

12

Crossword

Lite is a highway

NASDAQ

INFORMATION

Horoscopes

• Deadbolt locks and door \iewers on all apartments.
• Well lit parking areas and walkways.
• Convenient bus service to campus and Valley Mall.
• No sliding patio doors.
• Large laundry room/storage area in each unit.
• An easy 10 minute walk to campus.
• A small community where the manager knows most tenants
by name, and personally checks all maintenance requests.

S\

(540)432-9502

•fedl www.oldemillvillage.com
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Murder King?

"Our goal this year is not
monetary, hut to get the seniors
involved, to make them aware."

Students protest Burger
King's questioned ethics con
cerning treatment of animals

GO VCGETWJW

SARAH BITTENBENDER

set below
.6

Madison Week wraps up
Nader presentation draws largest student turnout to end
week-long celebration of James Madison's 250th birthday
The flute was insured for SI million and lent to
the university by the Library of Congress, where
it is part of the Dayton C. Miller Flute Collection.
President Linwood Rose said at the James
In the words of James Madison, "Knowledge
Madison Day ceremony Thursday that he didn't
will forever govern ignorance."
The spirit of Madison's words gave light and want to hold the flute for fear of damaging the
purpose to all of last week's events celebrating the priceless artifact
The ceremony, held Thursday morning in
250th anniversary of the "Father of the
Wilson Hall, featured Supreme Court Justice
Constitution."
The purpose of the events of Madison Week Clarence Thomas as a keynote speaker.
Thomas and others who spoke, including
was "to heighten the awareness of fames
Madison the president and to celebrate the con- Rose, Student Government Association President
nection th.it we have made to his philosophy Mark Sullivan, former United States Sen. Harry F.
and aanse «»l citizenship," said Clenda Rooney, Byrd Jr. (Va.) and former US. Rep. John Marsh
associate vice president for parent and con- (Va.J, all shared their insight on the Constitution.
stituent relations
"It (the Constitution) is a living document, a
living
agreement
Those events includbetween citizens to
ed .1 ItCtUN and panel
-«
weather the challenges
rjisnmkxi on "Freedom
and Slavery in Madison's
that are put upon the
//
[the
Constitution]
is
a
living
state," Sullivan said.
Virginia." a crystal flute
recital, a tree-planting on
connection
document... betweeen citizens to to Madison's
education was also
the Quad and four
weather the challenges that are heavily
lectured.
MtdiSOn Colloquium
lectures given by visiting
According to Byrd,
put upon the state.
Madison
befriended
scholars. The lectures
Virginia colleges.
primarily focused on
— Mark Sullivan many
In addition to serving as
Madison in regards to
SCA president the rector of the
sl.itr Ira religious issues.
University of Virginia,
Mary Anne French of
Montpelier led the openhe was also one of the
panel discussion and debate between faculty on founders of the Library of Congress and sent
money to the striving Allegheny College.
freedom and slavery Monday.
Prominent scholars shared their interpreta- Madison also left SI,000 to a college in Union
tions of Madison and the First Amendment. Town, Pa. named in his honor.
Scholars included University of Kentucky history
"1 think much of James Madison's accomprofessor Uince Banning, New York University plishments can be traced to his life-long passion
law professor Marci Hamilton, Stanford for books," Byrd said. He cited a letter from
University political science professor Jack Rakove Madison which read, "Learned institutions ought
and Baylor University director of church-state to be favored objects of every free person ..."
Doug Brown, vice president for academic
studies Derek Davis.
The crystal flute recital on Wednesday fea- affairs, recognized retiring faculty and recipients
tured professor of music Carol Kniebush Noe on of faculty, alumni and student awards.
The ceremony ended with a rendition of
a flute that belonged to Madison. The glass instrument, a Claude Laurent creation, was a gift to "America, the Beautiful" performed by the Wind
Madison. It is said to have been one of a pair orig- Symphony and the Madison Singers.
"I think it was a really wonderful ceremony
inally made for Napoleon.
MfcoiiAN MURPHY
senior writer
BY
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Former U.S. Sen. Harry Byrd, Jr. speaks about James Madison's well-known connections with
higher education. Byrd was one of many speakers who celebrated Madison's 250th last week.
and I was especially happy that Clarence Thomas
took questions," Sullivan said.
Later Thursday, a tulip poplar from
Madison's home, Montpelier, in Orange, was
planted on the Quad.
Green Party leader Ralph Nader spoke
Saturday evening drawing in a larger student
audience than all the other events . An open question-and-answer period followed Nader's lecture.
Many other events, including debates and
performances, celebrated James Madison during the week.

Two visiting scholar lectures will wrap up
the week-long celebration. Bereket Habte
Selassie, an African studies professor at the
University of North Carolina-Chapel Hill, will
present "Defining Democracy: ConstitutionMaking in Africa," today at 4:30 p.m. in the
Anthony-Seeger auditorium.
Davis will lecture on "Religious Advocacy
Under the First Amendment," tonight at 7 p.m.
in Grafton-Stovall Theatre.

KA Rose Bowl begins
Football games to raise money for MDA
BY LINDSAY MARTI

senior writer
This week Kappa Alpha fraternity will be sponsoring its second
annual Kappa Alpha Rose Bowl,
designed to raise funds for the
Muscular Dystrophy Association
(MDA), the fraternity's national
philanthropy.
The Rose Bowl will kick off
today on the commons where
brothers and MDA representatives
will distribute information pertaining to muscular dystrophy

and gather donations.
Tuesday through Thursday, all
eight JMU sororities will compete
in a powder puff football tournament on the field behind
Chesapeake and Potomac Halls.
Games will begin at 5 p.m. each day
and the championship tournament
round will take place on Thursday.
The
Student
Government
Association, the Office of Residence
Life and Facilities Management are
helping sponsor the Rose Bowl.
All funds raised will go directly
to the MDA.

BRI.NNA BAII l.\i\uffplu1oiinipliri

LET THEM EAT CAKE: Sophomore Samantha Wood and junior Ryan Hunter provide Information at Tri Sigma's first
annual Cakewalk Carnival Thursday at the Festival. All proceeds benefit the Leslie George Memorial Fund.

Animal rights activists question Burger King
\Unethical treatment of animals for meat concerns JMU Animal Rights Coalition members
BY KIMHI RI.Y MM U K
contributing writer

Four members of JMU's Animal Rights Coalition (ARC) were
present at a "Stop Burger King Cruelty" demonstration Saturday at
the Burger King on East Market Street.
The international campaign, launched by People for the Ethical
Treatment of Animals (PETA), is in response to alleged animal cruelty on the part of Burger King's meat suppliers
"Burger King's chief supplier ... has recently been caught on
tape slaughtering live, conscious animals which is clearly against
the law." alleged ARC co-president junior janelle Ryznar.
Minneapolis, Minn company Michael Foods is Burger King's chief
supplier, according to a PETA Web site
No criminal charges have been brought against Burger King for

nidi violation!

PFTA has been negotiating with Burger King for three months in
hopes that "Burger King [will] at least commit to the minimum animal welfare standards recently adopted by its chief competitor,
McDonald's," according to a PETA press release.
According to the press release, PETA campaign coordinator
Bnice Friedrich said, "Burger King's suppliers could be skinning
and dismembering every single animal while still conscious, kicking and screaming, and yet the company does not agree that it
should stop buving from such suppliers."
Ryznar, junior Jessica Smoot and freshmen Suzanne Garrett and
Sarah Kolman stood outside Burger King holding posters depicting
abused animals that read, "I lave It Your Way," and "Murder King,"
in an attempt to "get people to take a serious look at where this food

is coming from," Ryznar Hid
ARC co-president Smoot said. "We'd like them [Burger King) to
stop serving meat, but they're not going to ... we'd like to improve
the conditions for the animals before they die."
PF IA alleges that Burger King's supplier; slice birds' beaks off
with a hot blade and starve birds for up to 14 days to shock their
bodies into another egg-laying cycle."
Burger King management would not comment on the accusations. Demonstrations will be held throughout the month of March
in more than a do/en countries and every US. state.
mprg_at
[~a•u-w.Aliintt-tkmg.ami ~|
MMiHAN M<)N7(K)MFRY/^m.»rptuitogmphtr

Junior Janelle Ryznar (I r), freshman Sarah Kolman and junior Jessica Smoot of JMU's Animal Rights Coalition demonstrate
against animal cruelty In front of the Burger King on East Market Street In downtown Harrisonburg.
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Amnesty holds Nader warns of corporations
hunger strike
HADER. from mve /

B\ LYNI III 1)1 w
\lall writer
The campus chapter .>t
Amnesty lntom.ition.il Started .1
week-long hunger strike last
Wedrmdiy .11 midnight to be in
solidarity with the Man Ing people ol lr.i«|
I he group is trying to r.nse
awareness aboul the possible
Injustices ot the United States'
sanctions against Iraq Alter
eight wars, the United State-. 1.
still
trying to overthrow
Saddam Hussein by causing
internal dissension.
According to the members
of Amnesty International,
this practice has left the > ,11
/■ens ol Iraq with a lack ol
medical supplies, poor water
filtering systems and food

deprivation.
"Our hunger strike is not MI
much aboul politics, but the
fact that children are starving
and we can do something
about it." |unior Antigone
Ambrose said "The timing is

crucial since [Secretary of State]
Colin Powell has recently
expressed his inton-.t in lilting

the sanctions
The strike is the third annu,il .illenipl by the |MU chapter
ol Amnesty International lo
r.nse Student awareness about
the
situation
oversea*.
Ambrose said about II students are participating not
Only as a personal challenge,
but as a means In call .mention
to the problems of Iraq
According to Amnesty
International member sopho-

more Jenny Schockemoehl,
Ihe best iva) 10 tight Hussein
would be lo stall a democratic
system
in
Iraq
Unfortunately, it is difficult
because the people lack nourishment and supplies.
"It's e.isv lor us to do this
hunger strike because we can
visualize an end lo it after a
week/' sophomore Mariana
Bowling said. "Since it's our
i hoice, it makes ii empowering. But, lor the people of Iraq
it is not their choice, ,uu\ in
that way it makes it disempowering."
\s another step m raising
sludent
awareness,
JMU's
Amnesty International and the
Catholic Campus Ministry are
CO1 Sponsoring a passport presentation In I hns Doucot about
the humanitarian crisis in Iraq.
Doucot is one ot the1 founding
members o| the St. Martin
Depores
Catholic
Worker
I louse m Hartford, Conn.
Sine e 1098, Doucot has ti.u
eled to Iraq more than eight
times to deliver medicine in
violation of the U.N./U.S.
embargo. The event will be
Wednesday at 8 111 p.m. in
ISAT 159.
"It's important for students to gel Involved with
this situation," Schockemochl
said. "We can all participate
by lobbying congressmen and
generating domestic support.
I don't condone the power of
Saddam Hussein, but I don't
believe in starving the people
of Iraq to bring him down "

lor him. I thought it would be coil to SM
the person I voted lor"
During his speech, which was organ

lied and sponsored b) Universit) Program

Civic skills. He continued with Ihe eSSS)
theme by suggesting 11 would be an easj
task il Ihe topic was athletic abilities or

social skills
Nader .1I-.1 urged those Interested in

developing civic skills and discussing pn>
Board, Nader did not focus on ihe Green
gnash e issues to .mend a student-led meetParty Following the event he said he diding today at B p m in the Hhrren Hall loft.
n't want to make it a partisan speech."
it you attend it might shape a lot ol
However, "hen prompted by queswhat you do in the future years,"
tions, he encouraged the audience to gel
Nadet said.
Involved In politics at the local level by
SGA President Mark Sullivan said the
running for local and slate offices on the
meeting aims to provide an outlet tor peoGreen Party ticket.
ple stirred up by Nader s mcs-.i.;,
"Run as a Green Part) candidate at the
"I think tins will hopefull) give people
local level," he encoura chance lo gel moliaged
"... But also
vated to do somereplace small talk with
thing," Sullivan said
political talk."
It |iist takes a really
Nader also encourorganized reaction lor
aged students in the
people io feel they can
audience to obtain a civic
education and lollow m
SGA is not sponsoring
the footsteps of lames
— Ralph NadiT ihe meeting
Madison and Thomas
JctiMM
"People always ask me
Jefferson in trying to
_^
how I got started — it
team about all subjects
77
was he,,ins,- 1 attended
and receive a strong liba big rally like this one
eral education as opposed to just learning .1
tonight." Nader said I le also warned not
vocation.
lo lake on ever) cause- at once, but to start
"|T]here is a liberal education compowith an issue th.it is particularly relevant
nent here that is very critical,' Nader said
and then work troni the le
at Ihe beginning ol his speech
start wilh something relatively small
Nader orchestrated this poinl wilh an
and leam by doing ... |oin groups mu
example of how the founding lathers used
think are doing a giixl job ' he said.
Ihe same skills taught in a liberal arts c lass
Relying mostly on Ihe theme tli.it In
es to lorni America's basic principles
growing up Corporate people lend to
And on the290th anniversar) ol lames assume things are out of their control,
Madison I wanted to punctuate that when
Nader repeatedly urged the students 10
those
hundred
people
came
to buck this trend He explained 111 one examPhiladelphia in 1777 to draft the US
ple that when purchasing a car from a
Constitution, not one ol them was .in
dealer it should he acceptable lor eon
expert in stage coach design and construe
sumcrs to diatl the eonti.i, 1 lo their liking
tion," he said but they wen' very knowlinstead oi automatically accepting ihe coredgeable in public philosophy, compara
n's pre written contract
Uve government ami literature."
c orporauons were conceived bi our
He related the need lo develop civic country fusion 10 further public purposskills by asking the audience if they
es and to be our servants, not our mas
could write a 1,000-word essay on their
teis, he said
And now they are our

Corporations were

conceived... lobe our
servants, not our masters. make a different e

masters ,iml they define our purposes
through their control over the government
.ind our laws.'
He used this same concept in explaining how the news media needs to be
reclaimed by the people
He deserve time to rebut, time to
reject, lime to bring the best out of our people, time to give the Ix-st ideas." he slid.
"Instead, we have allowed oursclws tt)
define freedom in terms ot television and
radio as Ihe freedom to turn it otl
instead ot saying that's our property. We
ccant our own programs, our own pnxiuction facilities
to fond the public's own
radio |and television) programs so all the
things going on in the community can have
a x on e .in,i can compete foe the attention ol
the public
I le also -|xike about the subject of this
past November's election and about the
need to let all candidates attend ihe debates
held lor telec ision and radio broadcast. He
explained how the laeafclenllsl debate corporation is run by the IX'mocrats and the
Republicans, which ensun-s a two-party
sv -tern N.uler said a people's debate commission must fx- formed to allow other candidates to pre-sent themseKi-s to allow the
public to hear all sides of the issues
Hi need lo h.u e a people's debate commission so v\e- can have multi-candidate
debates in the war 2(XM and we stop in
effect allow ing the two-party [system] to tell
us who we can hear on national tekn ision."
he-slid
Although Nadei said it is too soon for
him to know if he will nin for president in
2IXU. he said bis pn-sent work with the
(ireen Parly ccnicentrales on speaking at
numerous universities and colleges
(including Virginia Tech later this month)
and recruiting people to run for office on
Ihe Green Party ticket.
I found ihe discussion of the corporali/jtion of college campuses and our lives
very poignant." junior I amarJonas sahl "I
also found [Nader's] discussion to be reaffirming (or iu\ decision to vole for him."

50cto£f
Breakfast Special
bacon, egg, & cheese
with homefries

1

Open 7 days a week
New Store open in Harmony Square
Shopping Center 1741 Virginia Ave.

|

offer expires 4/1/01

.
_}
564-0461 (Rt. 33)
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533 University Blvd. • 574-3072
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A COLLEGE DOUBLE HEADER
This show is 18 & up!!

PORT REPUBLIC
CD RELEASE PARTY
...with guest "Man Mountain Jr"

This show is 18 & up!!

6 MONTH LEASE ^
HUNTERS RIDGE
(Private Ownership/
Management)
8 bedrooms
still available
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AGENTS OF GOOD
ROOTS

CALL NOW!

...with guest "The Coby Brown Group"

GREAT COLLEGE ROCK AT A DiSCOUNTH!

540-437-0340

BOTH SHOWS ARE JUST $5.00
WITH STUDENT iD
153 S. Main St. Harrisonburg • 432-9963 • www.MainstreetRocks.com

•295.00/month, includes utilities.
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Madison commemorated
through Thomas speech
mi MADISON, we 1
$ht to life, liberty and the pursuit of
ippincss within a government
■rived from the consent of men.
"In .in Ml In which moral relativism
■en holds sway, the notion that there
• some claims |0 inheri'iitlv true .is to
self-evident seems almost absurd,"
said. "Yet that isprecisd\ |erfenon's
im, and it has acquired in our nation
•elevated MatlN "t ■ sacred political

at

"Quite obviouslv though, Jefferson
I not mean that we are all equal in a
ytkal or intellectual sense, or in
ysical or intellectual attributes Such
>uld be a self-evident delusion rather
in a self-evident truth."
Thomas's literal interpretation of the
institution has garnered [wtuularlv
arp criticism since he was nominated
the Supreme Court in 1W| I'roponls of affirmative action have frelently criticized Thomas, who
placed Thurgood Marshall tobcOOOTC
ily the second black Supreme Court
»tiu\ tor failing to address the needs
minorities
Cllhlg how he has addressed his
*sitnni on affirmative action numeris times, I horn.is explained his
ance on assistance for disadvan
ged children during the questionid-answer period following his
our-long lecture
"I think I've answered that evten
iively in the past," Thomas said. "I
lave always thought that affirmative
iclion were tor disads antaged kids.
\lot for my son, but for kids who have
ironnst'. who have ability and who
rome from poor circumstances I don't

think there's a one of us in this room
who doesn't want to help a disadvantaged kid. But should we help kids
who an? going to be destroyed or
should we do it to their detriment and
should we develop programs that capture kids who are from the more
advantaged environments based on
race' And there an? some hard Constitutional questions "

-44I could do as I fell... or do
as iheframers intended us to
do.
— Clarence Thomas
Supreme Court Justice

-*9
The question-and answer tMtiOfl
provided the morning's most engaging
moments.
Several of Thomas ■
responses received loud ovations from
the audience. Selecting questions submitted by the audience, the justice
shared insight on his and his colleagues' duties on the Court and the
problems with political interpretations
of the Court.
"There have to be some restraints on
us (Supreme Court justices]," he said.
I hat's why you see us constantly
searching for methods of analysis that
restrain us"
Ine Court can't make up interpret.!
fans of tht Constitution, thus the justices
look fin nanovrei rutesbecause tin Court
can't do as it pleases, Thomas safcL
Illustrating his reasoning for holding

a structured view of the Constitution,
Thomas shared a story from a former
questionandanswer session during
which a school teacher criticized his
interpretation
"I could do as I felt .. or do as the
framers intended us to do," Thomas
Said he told the teacher who held
opposing ideological views "Would
you like me to sit up here 40 years
doing as I pleased?" Thomas said the
teacher replied, "You know, you've got
a point"
Thomas
discussed
how
the
SuprtfM Court, although situated
within shouting distance of Congress
and only blocks from the White House,
is removed from Washington's political influence.
"Politics in the Court are two different worlds," Thomas said. "We are in
the same city, but if there is any wall of
separation, it is the wall of separation
between that political environment and
theCourt. And it Iss waste ol tune and
I think actually counterproductive if
not outright destructive to try and analyze theCourt using a political model."
Thomas criticized the political buk
ering across the country, which he
termed a "major food fight" over issues
that demand careful attention, lie said
affirmative action stands out as an
issue that gets over-politicized making
solutions difficult to reach.
"You can't have the kinds of discussion that Madison and Jefferson and
some of the others must have had when
they founded this country where everybody is prepared and serious and
thoughtful and working toward a solution," Thomas said. "No, now it's a war
of words, it's a war of politics, and I don't
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Pr ot»*sor of music Carol Knl •butch No* play s a crystal fhrto that batonOd ta
lamsi Madison followlruj Thomas' spssch as part of Madison Weak.
see where it does any good And we all
know that we can t solve the problems of
not and t lass and Ihedasjdvanfafjsd by
simply building more pi'sons
"And I think it would be to all of our
advantages not to argue about issues or
to wave them as red flags, but rather
|iis| simply say 'Look, there are some
kills out here who have promise, who
are from tough circumstances, and we
have an obligation to help them ' I
think that if education is important tor
the average person ... it is critical tor
the dteadvantasssd person to participate in this society."
Thomas was well-received by the
mixed audience of Students, faculty,
administration and V1IV
"Me was candid, MnJof Matt Hershey said. "Some of the questions wen
risky or controversial, but 1 thought
Thomas answered them in a straight
forward manner and wasn't too politi
cal about Ms answers

Thomas concluded by urging the
150 students m attendance to take
advantage of the opportunity to learn
at IMU.
"The words that close the door to
learning ate I know," said Thomas, a
selt described "mister know-it-all" during his college days. "The weirds that
Open the door to learning are 'I
don't know
"I would gladly change places with
a college student so I could do it all
over again and do it right this time ...
Your rum to lead will be here sooner
than you think."
In expressing gratitude to Thomas
for participating in the Madison Day
festivities, IMU President Lin wood
Rose said he learned that Thomas'
"principle interest in being here was
the interaction with students "
Rose tKinked Thomas for "not only
being here as our speaker, but to be
here as a teacher for our students."

Thomas draws criticism from College Democrats
said, "(James) Madison is the
father of the Constitution. The
university is so full of hypocrisy
to have Clarence Thomas speaking because of all the things that
he is doing that go against the
Constitution."
Members are also concerned
because President Bush has said
that if given the opportunity, he
will appoint Supreme Court justices with voting records that
resemble Thomas'.
Mis i Thomas') decisions wen?

wm THOMAS, yaw I
they think Thomas does not hold views consistent with students Each flier they handed out
said they "respect the university's right to select
speakers, and we choose to voice our objections
to his views and voles
* Fliers also had a quote from James Madison
The right of freely examining public characters
and measures, and of free commuitkation
among the people thereon ... has ever been justly deemed the only effectual guardian of every
other right."
Sophomore |oe Taylor, a College IVmocrat,

-4.S-

so disgusting," sophomore Chris
hast -.aid. "Bush has said that he's
going to appoint justices that are
like Thomas"
According to demonstrators,
most people were very respectful
of the clubs' efforts, and surprised by some of the mforma— Joe Taylor tion on the fliers.
sophomore
-just because he is a chief |us
tice, that doesn't mean he's a
great guy," Taylor said. "They
7 /
[students] saw the fliers and were
like 'Wow!'"

Just because he is a
chief justice, that doesn't
mean he's a great guy.

Sophomore Dave Crain, College Democrats
activities director, aakt "Some faculty members
came by and said 'You guys are doing a good job,
keep it up.'"
Around 9:45 a.m., most of the club members
dispersed. Members who were wearing shirts
reading "Your Honor. I Object!" went into Wilson's auditorium and sat together to listen to
the speech.
lAkelberrv Mid ihe didn't want to waste her
time listening to Thomas.
We |ust want to inform people why we object,
it's disrespectful to James Madison lo have
Thomas speak." she said.
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Senior Class Challenge
wants more donations
\U I \KR\ llol M\\
«/</// write!

committee think that the |M1
cotnmunit) has misconceptions
With onl) W s(hool days
about the campaign, thinking
until the Class ol 2001 graduthe goal is primarily about MIS
ates on May 5, the Senior
ing money
Class Challenge committee Is
"Out goal this year is not
urging seniors if donate ■
monetary, but to get the seniors
monetan gift
Involved, to make them aware,"
Mthourt the SCC set a goal
senior
co-chair
Sarah
ol getting l.nxi seniors to parBittenbendei said
ticipate in the challenge this
i ach year the senior clan
year; onl) 115 students have donates money to the university
pledged mone) thus far
fot ,i different project
iXm.itions will benefit this
Seniors are being .lski-d to
summer's projecl to turn the
make S15, S2^ or $50 donations
displaced law ibr,ir\ mli) .1
prior
to
graduation,
reading room
IlittiMihender
in
(
said. Pledges
1 ihr.irv
Ol sin ' Ue don'l
or $200 can
know
also be made
why
our
the
win our numbers are so toward
numbers are
reading room
s.t low this
renova
t
ions
low this year, but we are
year; but we
over a threeremaining optimistic... year period
are remaining optimistic
after gradua
— Lateisha (iarrclt tion
about
the
senior
c .1 m pa ign,
i .ist year's
|usl becomdonations went
ing
more
to the senior's
give,"
college
«•'
SO
o chair
choice and to
senior I ateisha * ianetl said
engraved bricks tor the Leeokxi
More than sot) members <»t
Alumni i enter
the Class ot 2000 participated
[he law library in the t i
In List year's challenge, which
Library is going to be moved
raised $128,000 in pledgee
downtown and In its place,
I he only time the campaign
there will tv more room tor stuhas fallen short of its goal was
dents to study and do work,
i rw j will hr adding more furniHowever, the committee has
ture and desks to accommodate
.i different goal in mind tor this
the needs ol students
i ampaign.
"One student mentioned to
me th.it hi- would not donate
Members of the SCC steering

«

We don't know exactly

99—

because |MD got tour yean »t
tuition, why do they need
more?" Bittenbender said
Ms
rebuttal was that this \$ |ust .t
small token to give to the college
to improve tor others to follow En
the seniors' footsteps "
Senior Laura Clayton said she
plans to donate so she can give
backtoJMU
Clayton said she thinks students are not getting Involved In
donating because they don't
understand what the Challenge
entails she said they have .t
lack oi knowledge ol what the
campaign is ,ind what it dtx's for
the community
To increase participation.
prizes will lx' raffled ofl among
Ihe team leaders and members
helping to raise money for the
SCC Bittenbender said.
About 80 seniors are helping
with this effort The SCC has
been given a IVII computer, JMU
T-shirts, ^ lass rings and caps and
gowns from the JMU Bookstore,
and gift certificates to Buffalo
Wild W.ngs to raffle off.
"This adds some incentive tor
the seniors to get involved,"
Garret! said.
The Madison College Class of
1951 is working in conjunction
with the SCC committee to raise
money for the reading room
"They were interested m
helping out ^r\d since we are
exactly -,i> sears apart we
thought it be a good thing to
attract more people to donate lor
the campaign." Garrett said.
The SCC has been going on
suite 1989.

Filmmaker looks
at WTO effects
BY TOM MAHONEY

the Free Trade Area of the Americas
(FTAA) and the North American Free
Independent
filmmaker
Sheya Trade Agreement (NAFTA), whose
Mercer lead a discussion concerning the spheres of influence are centered in the
effects of the World Trade Organization Western Hemisphere. The WTO is
(WTO) March 15 following a Screening designed to eliminate trade barriers and
increase global privatization. Many stuof her recent film 'Trade Oft" in GraftonStovall Theatre.
dents and citizens said they think the
The film concentrated on the efforts goals of the WTO are a threat to democof protesters who demonstrated out- racy and could eliminate human rights
side the WTO conferences in Seattle, while sacrificing the environment.
Wash, in November 1999. Mercer was
"I had no idea how much of what
invited to speak by the University happens to our environment is decided
Program Board and the Latin American by a group of people that nobody electStudies Pmgram.
ed," sophomore Cristian Delariva said.
Of the approximate 30 who attended
The film contained several images of
the screening of the film and discussion, peaceful protesters being assaulted with
some were student activists representing tear gas by the Seattle police department
the campus Progressive Coalition, who for failure to disperse. "The police action
took part in a similar demonstration taken was an overreaction, not all that
against the WTO last spring in different from what happened here (in
Washington, D.C.
Harrisonburg) last fall," junior Season
Mercer sought to offer a different Hurst said.
view of the actions that took place in
While there were incidents of propSeattle in 1999 than was shown by erty damage committed by a minority
the media.
of violent protesters, the majority of
"The term 'radical' was used a lot but those present chose to make their voicthey [the protesters] were multi-genera- es heard in a more peaceful manner,
tional," Mercer said. "They were just like according to Mercer.
the people you would find in this room
The protests in Seattle may not be the
right now."
last Mercer said. At present, several stuThe focus of the film was more con- dent activist groups have voiced their
centrated on how the protest took place intent to participate in planned demonand how it was organized rather than strations against the WTO.
what the WTO is.
The WTO is making arrangements
"My hope was that once you go see to hold a summit in Quebec City,
what happened in Seattle you'll go Quebec, similar to the one in Seattle
back and find out what the WTO is," later this year.
Mercer said.
"I think it's important for us as stuThe WTO is an organization whose dents to know the truth about what's
focus is to regulate trade on a global going on in the world," sophomore
scale. It operates on a larger scale than Brooks Bruce said.
contributing writer

JAMES MADISON
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Price powers Dukes into WNIT quarters
PRICE, from pt^,1 I

With

312

seconds

left,

(Ichowla was fouled and put

on the lint- in the double bonus.
She missed the (irst, but hit the
MM md free throw to fnCfttM
[Ml 's lead to 4 points. Senior
guard Katie Smrcka-Duffy
reruaed to give up. drilling a
jumper to get the Hoyas back
within 2.
Keener was then (ouled
before the Dukes could inbound
the ball, sending her to the line.
Keener hit both free throws and
hit another after a technical foul
was charged to Georgetown,
who called a timeout when the
I loyas had none left.
Smrcka-Duffy hit another
jumper with 14.4 seconds left to
get Georgetown to within 3
points, but Cichowicz broke
awa) on the inbound pass to hit
a layup. With the IXikes up by 5
points, the game looked over,
but Smrcka-Duffy hit a 3-pointer with 3.5 seconds to go to pull
the Hoyas within 2. SmrckaDuffy then fouled Cichowicz,
sending her to the line where
she hit both free throws, icing
the win for the Dukes.
Price scored a team-high 20
point, and grabbed eight boards.
Keener added 17 points and a
career -high nine rebounds. Senior
center Stacey Todd scored 14
point*, whik' Cichowicz finished
with 12 points and nine assists,
which tied her season high.
"Everybody on our team is
tired, but we wanted to dig
deep and give it all we had,"
Koltl RI wn wdorpkoiatm/tim l*rice said. "We knew this could
have been our last game and we
Forward Shanna Price (#32), scored 37 points in home wins
are not ready for Stacey to go."
last week over Temple and Georgetown. Next up: Miss. St.

Todd, the lone senior on the
team, said, "To be able to play at
the Convo again, play my last
game M a senior and win it and
keep going, it was great. I know
that my season (and career) is
coming to an end here."
Smrcka-Duffy ended the
game and her college career
with a season-high 32 points
Horvath scored \b potntl and
grabbed a team-high eight
rebounds, while junior guard
Lesley Walker added 11 points
and Ml en ,iss]sts for the Hoyas.
"Every player we put in the
game gave it a great effort,"
Georgetown coach Patrick
Knapp said. "I'm very, very
proud of our team."
Smrcka-Duffy,
Childers
said/She is a credit to the game.
We saw a senior who did not
want her career to end."
Thursday at the Convo, the
Dukes narrowly defeated
Temple 59-57 when Price scored
with 6.8 seconds left.
JMU was ahead 57-51 when
sophomore forward Christine
Cruz made a layup with 2:32 to
go in the game. On their next
trip down, the Owls pulled to
within 1 on a 3-pointer by junior
center Lisa Jakubowicz.
After a missed free throw by
the Dukes, Jakubowicz was sent
to the line where she made one
of two free throws to tie the
game with 1:08 to play. The tie
was the first since the two teams
were notched at 25 apiece with
1 32 to go in the first half.
On JMLi's next possession,
Temple forced a jump ball with
45.9 seconds left. With the possession arrow facing in the

Owls' direction. Temple got the
ball and the chance to take the
lead [akubowicz was fouled
with 303 seconds to go, but she
missed both free throws.
The IXikes grabbed the
rebound and ran BOfM time off
the clock before calling a timeout with 13.5 seconds left. Out
of that timeout. Price got the ball
down low for the game-winner
"I looked in the post and I
waa wide open,*' Price laid.
The Owfc had a ih.ince to tie,
but sophomore guard StSOB)
Smalls missed a layup at the
buzzer to send the Dukes to the
second round.
"I thought we just had
enough left in the tank at the
end to eke out a victory,"
Childers said. "It was a real
defensive struggle.
"It was a typical )MU game right down to the wire, last possession," Childers said. "I cannot tell you how many times we
have done that this year."
JMU was ahead by 11 points
in the first half before Temple
went on a 13-2 run to tie the
game at 23 with 2:44 left in the
half. The Dukes regained a 27POLICE LOG, from page 2

Petty Larceny
• A JMU employee reported
the theft of a nangtag on March
BinCWot

Recovered Property
• A JMU employee reported
the recovery of a purse in Roop
Hal on March 13 at 3:45 p.m.
Destruction of Property

25 lead before halhime.
Temple never led at any
point during the game despite
being tied six times throughout
the game.
Price ■cored I game-high 17
points and Keener scored 16.
Todd chipped in with 12 points
for the Dukes.
Junior forward Athena
Chnstotorakiv who had a double double, led the Owls with 13
points and a game-high 13
rebounds. Jakubowicz added 13
points and Smalls scored 12
points.
"I thought W« hung tough
and fought back a couple of
times, but you can see on the st.it
sheet what did us in," Temple
coach Dawn Staley said, referring
to the Temple's free throw shooting. The Owls shot 30.4 percent
fmm the line and missed five of
six in the final three minutes.
"We did make some
turnovers that were unforced (in
the final five minutes)," Child, rs
said. "Thank goodness they had
some trouble at the free throw
line. If they would have knocked
down their free throws, we
would have been in nimble."
• A sign was reportedly
placed around the bust of
James Madison at Carrier
Library on March 14 at 7:25
a.m. that had a message about
slavery on it.
The 1B-by-24-inch sign was
reportedly yellow pressed
wood with black lettering.
Number ol drunk in public
charges since Aug. 28: 60
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KVfKT : HiYNm.
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KARAOKE COMPETITION
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$ Refreshments
Come Learn,
x
provided!!! %l^
$

$

Mar. 21st
Sonner Hall
7-8pm

$

Thursday, March 22
From 5 p.m. till

Grand Prize

$600

Second Prize $200
Third Prize $100
Come Sign Up by
Wednesday 21 st
(solos and duets only please)

$

Sponsored by American lixpress
anil Senior Class Council.'
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College Park-Ashby Crossing
1191 Devon Lane
432-1001
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TopiC: If you could lock
any two Celebrities in a
room, who would they be
and Why?
"Monica

and

Hillary, so they
could

share

cigars."

HOUSE

Zach Doll

Dodging a bullet, but taking a punch

senior, recreation

"Stone Cold and
Steve-O so we
could drink Coors
Light until we
passed out.

On Monday, March 11, Virginia

is losing $30 million, and William &

cover university operating costs, the

Gov. Jim Gilmore announced
that the state's budget was bal-

Mary almost $20 million, according

bare minimum. The $6 million we
have been given for the next two years

anced and "public colleges and universities will not (ace budget cuts as
was originally proposed," according
to an article in the March 15 issue of

I

The Brttze.
This announcement followed

Andrew Cecil
junior. CIS

an

to the March 13 Richmond-Times Dispatch.

faculty, not just for the future, but for

was saved from budget cutting, but
was it really?

all over the JMU campus. The lack of

This has since been lifted following
Gilniure's announcement on Monday.
(lUmore'i announcement also affected
and

con-

Gilmore's proposed changes would

years; this increase has led to a bal-

But, it is not half as bad as many

looning student population at a university that is already heavily under-

other Virginia schools. The immunity

needs more than $200 million for com-

that the University of Virginia often
sees when budget cuts are needed

pletion of building projects and faculty
pay raises, according to another March

staffed. Unfortunately, the hiring
freeze JMU was forced to invoke

"Just Missed UVa." this time; state
building projects that were cut to bal-

15 Breeze article. These are pay raises

came at a time of year when most
universities are looking to hire new

that

faculty.

I fee I everyone is obligated
to ull their side ol the
ItOry and offer honest
opinions based on their perspectives
of the
world.

junior. CIS

The Breeze
Gina Montefusco

len Bonds
Tom Sieinleldl
Richard Sak*haug

UtOf

Amanda Capp

■

Meghan Murphy
Andrew

■

RJAJ

fravifj Clingenpeel

■

that
was
dramatically
exposed in November.
—
ush acts as if his victo-

discarded
and
"non-ballot" bal-

lots were more than enough
to shift the election results to

in minority-dominated, lowincome and largely Democratic precincts.
Honestly, I think Bush still
would have
won, had the
Supreme
Court
allowed
the
recounts
to
continue.
he

was

,

Editorial Board:
MiKM Mamer
Maaagiag EJitor

protect?

need laws to prevent this?
Should we enforce them
more strictly?
The logic of these laws
and Leonard's apparent

support
for
them
eludes me. Sullivan's critiU.S. depen- cism of the Harrisonburg
dence
on
Police Department is war-

,-

ffLJA
B dri|i">8

in

,

in

national

parklands.

ZZ^Z.
cut that helps
the rich get

ranted,

given

the

ralher

unethical publicizing of those
delendants charged in the
Purcell Park stings and given
the reasonable doubts concerning whether the

police

overreacted during the Foresl
Hills situation. Sullivan obvi-

lo
lose?
voted for

party candidate, so believe

leaves an average family
with enough relief to afford

tect his own community" as

ot Responsibility?"

me when

maybe three

ly doubt Sullivan is under
scoring the safety otherwise

would

that

would

I
neither
I say

richer
major-

I

wanted

had the interests ol the voters and the Constitution In
mind. Instead, the lawyers
for
both
sides
were
and

on for accurac) s take and
nol because ol blinding

those repre-

rowly favored Bush, despite
incontrovertible evidence of

months'

and

pay-

ments on a new car Bush
has tiptoed around issues
such .is dmo, policy reform,

ously believes that these particular actions do nol "proLeonard states, but I sincere-

promoted by the HPD or
questioning its commitment
to protecting Harrisonburg

cir-

urban
revitalization
and
alternative fuels, and show,

cumstances of his
election, one would

.1 woeful disregard for the
harm being caused by hand-

the results of the Forest Hills

think Bush would take the
responsibility to examine

guns. An "Era of Responsibility"? Nol for the majority

the electoral woes of Flori-

who didn't vote for him.

have

intention of re examining
the election results that nar-

da

the

Responsibility

would

In

John

Leonard's

cri-

have
been demonstrated
had Bush made his first
executive
act
entail
an

tique of Student Government Association President

upgrade of all ballot-counting machines in all pre. Incts
in America so as to avoid

homosexual
rights,
the
repeal of sodomy laws and

Mark

Sullivan,

he

calls

citizens. I awail with interest
Investigation bui suspect that
no one will be certain exactly
what triggered the unfortunate
events thai took place. I don't
think

Sullivan's

interest

in

uncovering the truth of this
matter can be justifiably labeled
as "left-wing extremism."
I look forward to the next
issue nt the Miliii.,i,i Rrpfflv,

Sullivan's criticism of the
H.irri-onburg police exam-

as I enjoy hearing the prover-

ples of

"left-wing extrem-

issue." I'm sure the stalf will

the

ism." Since when was the

that would have ensured a
fair and thorough recount.

country, problems that were

doctrine of "all men are cre-

continue
lo
unabashedly
offer Iheir opinions and I

ignored

ot course, i would be naive
to think (.ore didn't have his

occurred
in
non-battleground voting areas. But

ated
equal"
"extremism"?

will certainly be ready lo
express mine

own

Bush

missing

1 HMrtK rafkci rht pinion 11 thi
. , ,,1[V

statutes

Consenting adults expressing their feelings? Do we

did ho hav*

senting Bush's side had zero

Id hi ii. mon than WO ords. inlumru 4i» 111J he
r -A'wixd'. .inJK'ih will hepuh
rVBlbbll
bam They mur* b« Jtltvtnd u T%tBntra K noon TuaaJav r 5 pan. FnJj'
[he anew raatrvq the rtghi to c I

sodomy

presidency or his presidential

deployed

Sltvt GhtM
Opinion Editor

ual orientation? And who
exactly
does
Virginia's

campaign as something worthy Of ushering in Ml
I r.i

response

mj i» noi

a U.S. citizen because of sex-

and Iraq, or as he promotes

••
"

moat appropriate response
to the Florida situation, ,i

Ichtcditani

Declaration
of
Independence somehow not apply lo

nebulous and disorganized
entities like North Korea

_

Flip IV l in .1

■

confounding missile defense
program to protect us from

Responsibility.1

so

Ryan Pudloski

EDITORIAL POLICY

B

ry was a landslide as
he promotes the hopeless, costly and logistu.illy

III the Lraoj

If

what

executive

U

confident,
then

current

Remember, Bush won
and you are now living

partisanship.
Now given

I nines \tiiilison

.

disputed,
otherwise

Election Day to discuss the

ri as :i is with \buses the wi i I
. I the triumphs which have En
reason and humanity aver error an I

■ ■-

American political ideology

Cindy Tinker

1

Tlie opmoni in thu M
newvp^per. r:

ematical tie. The amount of

the recount process to go

\]jn \eikimit/

The hniM

actions and goals are blatantly ignoring the split

have been
demonstrated
had Bush Immediate!) met
face tO lace with Lore alter

\ns I ROfBM

■

His

the |MU campus, However, I
too, am obligated to express
some dissenting opinions

Responsibility

Kritten Petro

JMU may have dodged a bullet, but
it doesn't mean we weren't injured.

but I don't blame him.
The election was a math-

exactly characterizes Bush's

Jennifer Surface

■

in

tion on national television,

sidering the location of most
of the ballot problems were

i re of Responsibility"'what

Julie Sproesser

I

Gina Moniefusco

reduced

BENJAMIN WHITLOCK

Gore's side, especially con-

h nee, Remember, Bush won
and you are now living in (he

Steve Glass

ititi'r

■

already

ican society which is proba
M\ .i minority opinion on

In the March 2000 issue of
The Madison Review a lettei to
the editor (albeit, a rather
amateur letter) was responded to In part with the sen

Cull* Klinker

I

•

Gilmore

attempting to balance his budget. In
fact, that $119 million is only enough to

senting an opinion on Amer-

regarding the contents ot
this publication.

MJIIMI

altered program requirements.

only allocate $119 million to all Virginia schools JMU alone, however,

Therefore I commend the
staff of The Madison i<<
for without apology pre-

Christine Anderson

program which will require the hiring
of new faculty to accomodate the

Student sheds light on issues of Review

Devin Mays

Alison

This is not even taking into account
the current restructuring of the Gen Ed

The fact is that the number of stu-

BREEZE READER'S VIEW
"Maximus Decimus
Meridins and Justin
Timberlake. because
Timberlake desen'es to
haiv his @$$ handed to
him.

process just to get in.

dents JMU has been admitting has
steadily increased in the past few

the tune of $38 million. Virginia Tech

junior. CSD

majors that now require prerequisites, testing and an application

replacement The S8.5 million long-

ance the budget are hitting UVa. to

Sam Doll

majors and minors that have ended
or are temporarily closed and the

well $575,000 for sewer and storm line
promised for the renovation of Harrison I l.ill, is on hold, as well as S8 million for new hiring.

"Nicole Kidman
and Tom Cruise so
they could get back
together."

faculty can be seen not only in these
classrooms, but from the countless

We desperately need to
hire new faculty, not just
for the future, but for the
overcrowded classrooms
that are all over... JMU...

expenditures on travel and equipment.

Greg Ross
junior, biology

1
dHor

the overcrowded classrooms that are

-u

on much needed hiring and on all new

The $27 million needed to build the
third C1SAT building is on hold, as

photo in

what we need to do is move forward.
We desperately need to hire new

lose, so for now, it would seem JMU

ruary to cut more than $6 million from
its budget, causing JMU to put a freeze

several planned building
struction projects.

■

is only enough to get by, barely, while

However, JMU did get back the $6
million it was originally supposed lo

order Gilmore gave to JMU in late Feb-

"Jennifer Lopez and
Britney Spears so they
could have a catfight
and a bloodbath would

1

EDITORIAL

ballots, discarded

ballots, etc
a

(.ore gave Bush

reasonable

proposition

aspirations

in

mind

when he made this propoel'

anothei debacle. There were
certain!)' problems with ballots

in

other parts ot

has

because

remained

they

oddly

mute on the whole matter

considered
Do
the

bial

"other

side of

every

"unahenable rights to life,
liberty and the pursuit of
happiness" asserted in the

Bai/nafti WUtta» i-,imrior lugli$h siete

OPINION

MOMMY. MARCH

Darts
and Pats
lhin\ A Hai\ art tubmbted anonymously and
primed im a tpm t available basis Sabmlssiom
I upon out /" nan i opinion of a given
Mtiiiilfni ptnon i" tvt nt and dn not nucwuith
rrfln I the truth

Pat-

Dart...

An "l-can't-exprcss-how-gralcful lam" pat lo m>
neighbor, who returned my mnwaj CM lb me lM
Salurdav evening.
Sent in by a very relieved cat on tier " ho was to glad
lo have her bade

Dart...
A "gel -ihe-heik-ouT n" dan lo the College Democrats
I'm sorry noi overs guest speaker thai comes lo JMU
supports your liberal agenda.
.Sen; In by ii conservative who admires Clarence
Thomas Im his record and reminds you that limit won
the coma and the recount and the recount of the recount.
Too bail noi enough extra Gore votes went "found" to
push your guy over the lop. hi me know if you need a
dioulder lo cry on.

A "plcusc-hniadcn-your-musical-hori/ons" dan U our
neighbor who lislens lo nothing hul Dido's "Thank You"
24/7.
From your fellow hallmales who used to like the song
hui who HOW want lo rip their hair out every lime they
hear n

Pat...
A "lhanks-for-sharing" pat to my red-haired co-worker who offered me ■ granoll bar. even though I wanted
the banana
Sent in h\ the vii) across the way who loves you fust the
tame

Dart...

PatA "W'a>-lo-ivspoit-\otirselu's-and-lhc-rcst-ol-us" pal
lo the College Democrats for keeping the protest against
Justice Clarence Thomas' speech a silenl one
Sent in by u tensor who will he the first to toy I disagree with \ou, hul ntspectt your right lo do this and is
glad thai il mis dune in a peaceful manner

Dart.

I maildarts and pan i" braczedpfl houmilxam
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A "thai"s some-mcs.sed-up-S*&*" dart lo the computer lab Nazi for his rude and inappropriate invasion ol my
privacy when he searched through my backpack and
stole my morning nourishment!
Sent in by an annoyed student who thinks you
should learn some people skills and Hants her granola bar hack!

Pat...

A ">ou-guys-aie cheap and dumb" dan lo an apartment complex in Harrisonhurg for Irving to charge us
excessively for access to a vacaM room thai a few minutes with a credit card can unlock for us anyway.
Sent m h\ lime disgusted residents who think the
management needs to quit hetni! corrupt and In' \er\
ing tin a residents.

A "way-to-play-hard" pat lo the JMU Lady Dukes
Basketball team for hanging in there against ODU in Ihc
CAA Finals. You ladies rock and deserved lo win.
Thanks for a great season and good luck in the finals'
I'rom a member of the JMU Pep Band who Mill follow the team wherever it goes in lite Women S NIT

Tournament.

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
Eating Disorders
Awareness Week
To the Editor
I am writing m iv^mk u< the death <<' student
1 eslfte George, who died in mi complications ol an
eating disorder this past t.iM Her death was not
oiiK J slunk to her parents and friends, but «in
aye-opener t«>r the entire |Ml community Her
Math >lums th.it eating disorders are prevalent
>n campus* .mil it mil treated, can lead tO prem.iturv death. Many people, men and women alike,
develop eating disorders because of ti»' image
the media displays ol "thin is better." A simple
diet to It**1 five pounds could become .» whirlwind of unhealthy weight loss.
Since (K-orj;*- s death, step., .in- bring taken to
help prevent another tragedy from happening.
Oneol these steps is i ating I ifsorders Awareness
Werk, which will be held March l1* ■ 23 and i.s

being sponsored by tin' Health Programming
Planning »lass [ his w<vk is aimed at heightening
the awareness ol eating disorders and showing
people where ,\m\ how they can get help.
Activities mdude
Monday (19th) ami foesday (2i)th>: info
bt».>lhs at ISA! and at the Festival. Thursday
(22nd): booths at the Women's Wellness Fair in
the PC Ballroom 11 a.m.-2 p.m.
Mop by tor information and free stuff ...
maybe vou could help a friend or find help yourself
Courtney McGrath
junior, health sciences
lb the I dilm:
As a woman, a JMU student and a human
being, I would like to make a plea to the JMU
community. 1 cannot count the number of times

I've heard my female friends on this campus tell
me that they think they're fat or not pretty enough
and don't "fit in" here. The frightening part of this
is tlx.it 1 know exactly why they say these things.
The attitude I have come across every day of my
lour years here is one that lacks respect for people
of all shapes and sizes. JMU is not the real world;
Imks, body size and popularit\ aren't everything
in lite It is pretty hard to realize this when you are
a JMU student. In fact, fn>m my personal experiences and those of many people 1 know, JMU isn't
even that typical of a college
I think a lot of people would agree with me
when I say that we attend a college with a disproportionate number of very physically attractive women and men. As it this weren't hard
enough for most people, it doesn't help that the
attitude we get walking around campus is th.it
you have to look perfect to get noticed and fit in

here at JMU.
Next week is Eating Disorders Awareness
Week, which will he sponsored by a section of the
Health Program Planning class. As a class, we
have a vision for what we would like to see come
out of this week. As the CEO for this event, 1 want
our class to accomplish many things on campus. I
H inl to end the pain persistent in so many eating
disorder sufferers' lives and revive their
oppress,,) spirits.
1 want to make JMU a caring and supportive
community where all people feel they are a part of
this school. I want my peers to realize the impor
tance of inner beauty and recognize their own
personal strengths and 1 want to see individuals

scf LETTERS, page 10

Looking for an Exciting Way to
Spend Your Summer?
Why Not Work at a Christian Summer Camp?
Representatives from Camp Hanover, Camp Hatcreek/Fincastle,
Camp Massanetta, and Camp Paddy Run will be by the mail boxes
in Taylor Hall from 10:00am-2:00pm. If you are interested in a
summer job please stop by and talk with us.
We look forward to seeing you there!

WALK TO CAMPUS
>^M£wS»s®«a-va

10 MINUTE WALK ON MAIN ST. TO CAMPUS
3, 4, & 5 BEDROOM APARTMENTS
ETHERNET

$235/BEDROOM

Contact Dr. D. Craig Smith for further information.
8:ooa.m. -10:00 p.m. 434-3509
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OPINION

LETTERS TO THE EDITOR
their successful Cakewalk Fundraiser rhe event

LETTERS, from page 9
and groups on this campus actively ti>;htin^
against th>' rteigOtypas that ti'll us wc have to look
perfect to be perfect
I would like to challenge ever)' single person .it
JMU to de-emphasize the importance of having the
perfect bodv and remember what our moms used
to tell us: It's what's inside that counts. I'm tired of
hearing my friends endlessly put down their own
bodies. It does nothing but kill the beautiful spirits
of the amazing people who are JMU students.
I urge everyone to attend the events planned for
Eating Disorder* Awareness Week. Not only will
you learn about earing disorders and how tohelpa
person with one, but you will also find out why
fashion magazines never represent real life. Earing
Disorders Awareness Week will not be a success
unless all of us begin to spread the positive messages about the beauty that exists in everyone.
Heather Burakow
senior, health sciences

Tri-Sigma Cakewalk
congratulations
To the Editor
Congratulations to the sisters of Tri-Sigma for

was a line example of bringing food, fun and fellowship together for a worthy cause I he
Cftkewalk not only raised money for the Leslie
George Memorial Fund, but also served to educate many people about eatinc, disorders and the
resources available on campus and in the community. We applaud the creativity, commitment
and spirit of sisterhixxl exhibited by the Tri-Sigs.
As health care professionals, the Cakewalk
was original and reinforced our beliels that "all
foods can fit" in a healthy lifestyle, that fcxxl and
fun can go together and that food can be enjoyed
without fear. Associating food with a positiVf
emotional experience counteracts an eating -disordered mentality. A positive first step towards
getting a handle on disordered eating would be
to reevahiate the way we think and talk about
food. Food is not "good'' or "bad" — the dragon
is not the "cake" or any other food. The dragon is
allowing food, our behavior around food and our
beliefs about food to become a weapon of selfabuse.
Specific kudos to Becca Megel, lulie Cernosek
and JMU Dining Services for their hard work in
organizing and hosting the Cakewalk. Rest
assured that the professionals on campus are in
the fight with this dragon, delivering programs,
offering services and working with students to

slay this horrible beast lust ,1 reminder that oncampus resources include the Office of Health
Promotion (contact Cannic Graham at X7813), and
the Multidisciplinarv Team fol I »ius' & Eating
Behaviors (contact Linda Smith at \'=>J"). For
more information check out the Web site
:r:iw inniA'Jii/hcultlutt
Cannie Graham,
assistant director. Office of Health Promotion
Michele Cavoto,
University Health Center

Professor responds to
Gilmore's hiring freeze
To the Editor
Fred Hilton, who was quoted In the March 15
—lie ot The Brest, is wrong. The recent thaw in
the hiring freeze at JMU did not mean no harm
was done On the contrary. Gov. Gilmore's twoweek freeze on hiring did permanent damage and
wasted taxpayer money.
Academic hiring for one position begins with
paying for an ad in a specialized journal in the fall,
reading and sorting through 50 to 400 application
packets (each eight to 12 pages long) per position,
traveling to an academic conference and interviewing a dozen to 20 applicants, deciding which
are the two or three best, then inviting them for

campus interviews, at IMU's expense. During
two- or three day visits, applicants lecture,
teach classes and meet deans, faculty and StUdents. Pacult) and stall do all of the considerable hard work in this pr.xoss on top of their
regular duties. After the \ isits, in February or
March, it is time to make offers.
During the two weeks of the freeze, what
do you think the lop prospects, not yet
signed, did with themselves' Chances are
they accepted other offers. In the best of
times. JMU's teaching load, lack of support
for research and reputation for not holding
faculty responsibile for curriculum all make it
hard to compete for the very best young faculty. The freeze just made things even worse.
The money and time spent on many searches
are gone. Certainly those positions will eventually be filled, but will they be filled with the
I. -t JMU could attract?
And how would any of you like to begin an
academic career in a state where the egotistical, petulant temper tantrum of the governor
can hold higher education hostage for cheap
political gain?
There's no positive spin on the hiring freeze
for JMU.
Cynthia Gillian
English department

Want to work for the coolest, most tubular
student newspaper on this or any other
planet?
You can!
Come work for us, The Breeze.
Stop by The Breeze office in the basement of
Anthony-Seeger or give us a call at x6127 to find out
how to get involved. All the cool kids are doing it

Time Share 41 00 CS$ 6'mm/

500
Shared

To Redeem
the Cash...
you must be
.veering a t-shir
with the name
James
McHone

Anytime Minutes
For only '50 a month
Any way you slice il, NTELOS Shared Minutes rale
plans add up lo sa\ings. That's two people on one
rale plan for one low price. For example, add one
user for $15 to the standard nNerwork rate plan
of S35 for 500 anytime minutes. Then you both
can share 500 anytime minutes for a total of
just $50 per month.

Sheared Minutes nNetwork Plans
$50
$65_
$80
-AA sliared1

^f Ml '"""i" '

•WW i nil mtes

slwrtfl

i1WV
nnn t^w
minutes

m Hjuk sharpd
1I«JW
^IMI 'iiimin"ii nlies
"'

Kappa Alpha Rose Bowl
to Benefit Muscular Dystrophy
(Be at Chesapeake Field Tuesday. March 20th
between 5 p.m. and 7 p.m.)

7,T

'"

B I

il

4MM|
More /ays lo anj more people logeinei

432-6353 or 1-800-323-0457 • www.ntelos.com
600 University Blvd. and Valley Mall, Harrisonburg

75 South Court Square
Harrisonburg, VA 22XOW540W3.1-I833
email chiagr/r/ tfca ncf« w » mchoncjewclry.com

AMESUcHONE
antique

jrwrlry
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MION

19,2<M)i

I'm BREEZE I I

PI

£*?2I

FOR

WRITERS DESIGNERS AND PHOTOGRAPHERS

INTERESTED IN WORKING FOR THE 2001-2002 BLUESTONE,
JMU'S AWARD-WINNING YEARBOOK.
Applications will be available MARCH 19 outside the
Bluestone office door, located in Anthony Seeger Hall, room 217.
Questions? Call the office at x6541.

March 18

Sunday,
Grafton-Stovall, 11 a.m.

March 19

* Sexual Health (Passport Event)
Taylor 404, 8 p.m.

March 20 ^Through the Eyes of a Woman
Graf ton Stovall, 7 p.m.

March 21

*Movie Night

March 22

*Pool Night...Free Pool and Food
TDU, 7-9 p.m.

Taylor 404, 8 p.m.

March 24 '*Game Night...Spades and other games
FREE Snacks

Warren Hall Loft, 8-10 p.mJ
For more information,
contact j0hns2jc@jmu.edu

Co-sponsored by Women of Color and
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HOROSCOPES

CROSSWORD

Today's Birthday — One success leads to another, but don't get wasteful or throw
your monev around. A person you admire agrees with vou in March. A change with
your boss in April puts money in your pocket. Help a tnend in May with a less.ni you
learned the hard way. Settle down in June to a nest full of new ideas Make lime for
love in July The best gift of all comes in December. Let your mind wander to find what

you ntk m February
Daily rating: 10 is the easiest day, 0 the
most challenging.

Aries (March 21-April 19)
~f
Today is an 8 — Avoid a con*]2^_» frontation with an older person
^^W You'll be getting more powerful
over the next few days, so
instead of getting irritated at a person
who's telling you what to do, thank
them
Taurus (April 20-May 20)
^_ . Today is a 7 — Get an old assignJj^^|im<nt mil of the way because a
&W new one is about to come in that
will have to be done quickly The
better prepared you are, the more you'll
profit
Gemini (May 21-June 21)
Today is a 6 — Your date book is
about to fill up with fun engagements But first, pay the bills,
balance the checkbook and ask
for a raise If that's not likely, get your
resume out.

Libra (Sept. 23-Oct 23)
Today is a 6 — It may be hard
for you to wake up this morning,
'lay and travel through
Wednesday if you can. Pulling
that off will take luck and talent

Scorpio (Oct. 24-Nov. 21)
L
rf Today is a 7 — New skills you've
■^ifc£ learned lead to new opportuni^^t* ties You may think you're not
*■* ready, but you'll get better with
practice.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)—
Today is a 7 — If you lack the
%fc*" monev to get what you want,
ff^p learn how to make it instead.
"
Start by reading a book on the
topic It may be easier than you thought.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-Jan. 19)
Today is a 7 — Try a new recipe
VA
or a new way to fix up your
r&Sfi home Let a roommate's nagging
provide your motivation. Disrupt
your dull routine

Cancer (June 22-July 22)

Aquarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)

e-^ Today is a 6 — Your mate wants
_^Jf to take the lead on a purchasing
' decision, but don't hand over all
authority. You have information
the other person lacks.

X Today is a 6 — A question you've
been pondering in the back of
your mind is about to float to the
surface. You'll soon see the
results of your subliminal efforts, as the
answer becomes obvious.

Leo (July 23-Aug. 22)
Today is a 6 — Great possibilities
3>
will become available soon.
Before that happens, clean up a
big mess quickly. You want to
look sharp when opportunity knocks.
Virgo (Aug. 23-Sept. 22)
J Today is a 7 — Follow a creative
partner's suggestion regarding a
personal matter. Your life's about
to become more complicated.

Pisces (Feb. 19-March 20)
f^_
Today is a 6 — Your curiosity
JL 8kk could be piqued by a friend's
^J recent comments. This could lead
to a new field of study and more
money. Don't talk much abou; it yet. Let
it develop for a while.

—Tribune Media Services

ACROSS
1 African snake
6 May and Ann.
eg
11
voyage!
14 More aloof
15 _ we all?
16 Gibbon, e.g.
17 Actress Reese
18 Washer cycle
19 Grave engraving
20 Muslim faith
21 Singer Rimes
22 Humbug precede r
23 Shrill bark
25 Vitreous residue
26 Gobbled
27 & so forth
30 Author Levin
32 Picked another
straw
34 Palo Alto to San
Jose
38 Shapely fruit
39 Light knock
40 Green shade
43 Location of
Michelangelo's
ceiling
48 Quarterback,
often
50 Obvious toupee
51 Slippery fish
52" Town"
53 Cruise and Mix
56 Lamb's mom
58 Letters outside
the theater
59 Snoozed
61 Oust

65 As well
66
67
68
69
70

Funny Hardy
French city
Escort's otter
Is affected by
Domesticated
guanaco
71 Spanish article
72 Womes
73 Madrid mister
DOWN
1 South of France
2 King beaters
3 "The _ on the
Floss"
4 Secure asea
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Biblical languag
Reiner or Sagar
Zodiac ram
Of punishment
Tangle up
Longtime Yankee
skipper
Gibraltar magol
Narcotic
Brother's boy
PGA member
Mind-reader's
letters
Equal score
School settings
Against
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57 Self-imposed
absence
60 Hardy lass
62 Design
63 Tickle Me _
64 Cordelia's father
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pfloto cowtesy ol KELLY ESTES

photo COUflosy of KELLV ESTES

A scenic spot, top. In Yosemlte National Park.
Junior Abby GreenawaK, bottom, lean* up
against a huge tree In Yosemlte National Park.

Senior Kelly Estes, top, poses for a picture
atop the car that took her across the country.
While backpacking In Wyoming, seniors Rob Knapik and Kelly Estes pause
for a photo using the Rocky Mountains as a backdrop.

The Arch In St Lours, Mo., bottom, Is known
as "the Gateway to the West."

LIFE IS A HIGHWAY
Adventure and excitement await as JMU students experience different walks of life
Story by Focus Editor Amanda Capp
The windows arc rolled down
the wind streams through
their hair
the radio is turned
up as loud as it will go ... everyone is
singing off-key ... the smell of dayold fast food wafts through the car.
The point is not where thev are going,
but rather how they are getting there.
The feel of the open road is no
stranger lo the average college student. Friends get together, pick their
destination, gather their things, and
go — the lun. it the road trip too
much for them to n'sist.
Most students tind it difficult to
put that inclination toward the open
road into words, although most agree
it is bonding with friends that holds
the ultimate appeal.
"I think road trips are a superb
way of spending lime because of the
way you can leave all your worries
behind and sing silly songs in the car
with friends," junior Katy MacKay
said. MacKay has a habit ol driving
off into the countryside of the
Harris.mburg area just to get away
from it all. "Picking out the theme
song for each upexsla tnp is also an
essential ingredient"
The common thread among all
students is that good company, quality music and a curious and adventurous spint make even the most mundane event exciting.
For some it is an opportunity
that can't be ignored. "I think
that it's either now or when you
1
an retired," senior Kelly Estes said. "I
met more retired people when I was
on tile mad than people my age. I
think it's nvilly hard once you graduate to get the time off for it. You are
just starting out and you don't have
the money, and I think it's really difficult. Now's the time you can sleep on
the ground and eat for two bucks |a
dav|. I think now is the time that people should do it, but I think it's more
ater in lite that you actually do it."

the trip.
"I left with two of my best friends
from high school. They've been going
out ever since," she said. Then in
Colorado, she picked up senior Rob
Knapik. who had biked out.
They only stayed in a hotel three
times, usually opting to camp or stay
with people they knew, who were
more than welcoming to the traveling
crew. "Everyone was so hospitable...
they would'say 'Oh yes. stay. Eat,
shower, do whatever.'"she said.
Although she visited national
monuments and famous places, Estes
said the best times wen' "sitting in
the car looking out the window with
Jim Croce on the radio and just chilling. Taking it all in
"There would be the smallest
thing, like a road jam, and we would
just pull over to the side o( the mad
and start making quesadillas and just
dance around. People would be driving up asking if the car broke down.*

Senior Rob Knapik and Junior
Abby Greenawalt gaze at the
stars In Hollywood, Ca.
Whether deciding to take off on an
all-out adventure across the country
or just taking a day trip to an exciting
locale, many students nave interesting stories to tell.
Estes cited her best tnp as the one
she took last summer across the
United States. "I decided I didn't
know what I wanted to do for a summer job or anything and the more I
thought about it. the more I realized I
didn't want to work."
For about fwo months she traveled and met up with several different people, staying on the west side

On her travels, Estes realized
how very different the East
Coast is from the West C oast
"Honestly, if I had been dmpped
there and someone had been like,
'Open your eyes,' I would have
thought I was in Mars." she said.
Despite all the good times, Estes
said the vacation was exhausting. "I
never knew where 1 was going to
sleep," she said. "I never knew when'
I was going to eat. We drove my car,
and when we left, it was on 99,000
miles, which is already a decent
amount of mileage on the car'
Twenty-rive ItaHi later, her car was
still perfectly functional and ready
for more.
Even though this cross-country
trip is over. Estes and her friends still
make it a habit to go wherever thev
please. She said sometimes thev'll
think, "[We| haven't been in a car tor
a while," and thev take oil lor the

of the Mississippi for the bulk of

open mad.
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Sing a-longs

'American Pie" — Don Maclean
'Free Fallin'" — Tom Petty
"Glory Days" — Bruce Springsteen
"Virginia" — Eddie from Ohio
"Road Trippin'" — Red Hot Chili Peppers
'On the Road" — Bob Seger
'School's Out for Summer" — Alice Cooper
"Living on a Prayer" — Bon Jovi
"Paradise City" — Guns 'N Roses
"Like a Prayer" — Madonna
"Life is a Highway" — Tom Cochran
"My Sharona" — The Knack
"Build Me Up Buttercup" — The Foundations
"Semi-Charmed Life" — Third Eye Blind
"Bohemian Rhapsody" — Queen
"The Distance" — Cake
"Shimmer"— Fuel
"Sitting on the Dock of the Bay" — Otis Redding
"Send Me On My Way" — Rusted Root
"Bittersweet Symphony" — The Verve
"Girls Just Want To Have Fun" — Cyndi Lauper
"Africa" — Toto
"Mrs. Robinson" — Simon and Garfunkel
"500 Miles" — The Proclaimed
"Take a Load off Fanny" — The Band

Passing the Time
License plate game — See if you can find the
license plates of all 50 states while on your travels.
Ghost — Each person says a letter, and you go as
long as you can without forming a word with that
letter in it. The person who forms a word loses.
Reading aloud — Have the passengers take turns
entertaining the driver by reading such road trip
. lassies as "On the Road," by Jack Kerouac.
Alphabet game - A childhood classic: go through
the alphabet and watch for road signs indicating
the letter you are looking for. The first person to
"z" wins.
Testing your knowledge - Bring cards from
Trivial Pursuit to find out how many random leu Is
you know.

Wt^-

Vis %* 4»k^ftd

Among the stops made during the trip was Niagara Falls.
Featured here Is a view from the Canadian side.
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Spring flicks fail

"We looked all over the world and the
century lor inspiration ..."

"Gel Over It' and Enemy al
the Gates' recycle your
average plot lines"

•^

'ClIKIS WINK

Blue Man Group member

See story page 15
See story below

Pop culture
buzzes in
Theatre II
production
B^ CORINNE LAIRD
I «tntributing writer
Coming this week to Theatre II. A) Bei Honey Drown" is the t.ile ot .1 Btarving arfisi
besieged bj Iheevei present glitz and gfamoui
of pop-culture [he play explore* the themes
disillusionment, media exploitation and the
importance ,>l maintaining one'* e.r,is|> on
identity and reality
Directed bj hinloi KatieLawson,

AsBee

in Honey Drown' -t.us Benior William Hindi
a* aspiring artist Evan Wylet Sophomore r;
M.i~ke play* the role ot Alexa vere de Vciv.
Wylcr's lover.
Written by Douglas Cartel Beam In 1998,
the play details the early career ol .in up and
.onnii);

New

V'rk titv

vvriler

who "gets

sucked in lhroiie,h me.ii.i evploil.ilion" while
trying to "come into his own .is an artist!
Maaki

Oecl.ic blue paint from head lo toe is a trademark ot the Blue Man Group. The performing trio went from New York City streets to Februarys
Grammy awards show fa Los Angeles. Chris Wink, I to r. Matt Goldman and Phil Stanton don their now-.amou? liquid costumes' " *""""* '

c

n

decepinelv glamorous environment of New
York Clt) I ike any .irtisl working lo keep

8

his he.id above water, the insecure and Roa|.
oriented Wyler must keep his drenms in

Blue?
\\\ MlMI AVINS
/ \ fimea

sight without becoming ciught up in the
painful disillusionment
ment industry.

according lo I awaon,ia

n.ition for best pop instrumenl.il

York evening in 1993, thai going to

the problem th.ii has

mercials for Intel is a remarkable

Bee Mlur Man Group would be fan

them from the beginning: I low do

story.

you

lounders journeyed from obscurity lo fame The miracle is Ih.it

lhen-12-year-old

-on. on,-

hii
Mew

Photos on iin- marquee ol the
NoHit theater went »ompelling

Rsaeraby who dkfn i know art)
more than ihi' Horrrnana about
w ti.it .in ,-\ riling ,»i musk and,» 'in

He

afraid he was going to gel hit with
Chekhov or something. It turned
out lo be likr .in .1,1,1 trip in first

ever

grade

teacher leaves the room

Award* IV audience, estimated al
more than 55 million

After the 90-mtnule -how. the
Hoffman* went backstage to meet

Mow the Indigo triumvirate
went from the Inures ,,t New

the Blue Men
MaM Goldman
Phil Stanton and c hris Umk Once

York - underground art s>cn,- lo ,i

th.it

happens

when

Nu.-i.ur and itaaed .1 funeral tor
late men annoyanoM .1- yuppies,

rhey aren'l eamest young

hopefuls anymore Last momh.
the) performed fa the Grammy

the

1,200 seal showroom al the l u>,.r

turf

rid ix'-tm.Klcrn .irchitecrhej •olemnJy threw artifacts

"I the period

into .1 coffin

lh.it

served as an anti-time capsule
Goldman and Wink, now 39

-U —

.

'/'//(• show has great potential to
remind people how we put SO
much emphasis on image...

aratton't voice was gomg to be,"
Wink Mid.

"'Rambo' and

Ihir-

- P.J. Maske

tvaomething' didn't work lor m

Mtphnni'ire

Raagan wai pr.si,i,ni, and there
w.is

no

music

scent*.

Art

h.ul

become about celabritiM
We
looked .lit over the world and the

I awson decided to direct the play
because ol the slorvline and the playwrights Interpretation ,.1 tins common

junior high school. When the) met
M.mt.-n. now 41. alter college, thev

penings,
I vpressmnists.

artistic struggle

discovered they .ill yearned to be
me art world's Ben ec Jerry.
It you were a software producer

r»Kk and the comedy ot Buater
Kaatan and lha Man Brotheri Wa
were interested in pertorm.iiKe .irt

wimanMBA(aaGoldrnanwaa)oi
.1 drummer and ..spiring actor (as

and adenca Ws'd ask, What is it
about art that s,'ems both promts

Stanton vvasiand found yourself in

ing and pretentious?"'
The decision to be blue, not

tin- production incorporates upper-class allu

dujrtreuee, was the ont) accidental
element of Blue Man's genesla

serious drama 1 awson forewarns thai the play
..nit.mis some parh.il nudit) that w,,rks lo

Everything else was analyzed ad
nauseam, from how many Blue

accentuate the central themes rhusil la intend
ed i"i mature audiences only

Spirit S> with Wink — a drummer
who paid the rent bv synopsi/m.;
artiilcs tor a laparu-se magazine
and then hx>ka |ohas,i waiter for a
«.it. ring company — they

The Blue Man Group uses comedy and non traditional instrumentation in their performance at the Grammys in February.

talent'

century tor Inapiratfon — .it Kodo
drummers, the B.»uh.»us, '60i kip

also devoured high and low culture
as voracioualy as peanuts, you'd
re\«l m the company of a kindred

. /■»..

"central to the pkn ol False images v,-rsu, true

and 40, had been best buddies since

conversation with someone who

■ ■I MkK MCCOY'a*

is presented with .1 movie-like essence

Mesasnyi said the highHghl ot the s,.| rests on
lour realistic poster* ol media images that are

■nitrrniaiukm gatherings put on

the NKinu-mr.ill'.Hk. to.innihi-

confidence and identity, Wyler

The-show is written with cinem.ili, appeal
and

tevea ,he,r
'
;:;;:: i T„,„ who,, „:,".:, aaar

artistii Integrity ih.it the) consid
ere,l with Hoffman nearly eight
v.-ars ago is more relevant Ih.lll

HI

conies 1,1,1 greatei understanding ol Ihese'
ideals

in.iii. alien,everyman —not turn
into.i philistine
..

budget of $28 million
SO the problem ol maintaining

w.i-

positive and true to VOUI talent." said senior |aX Messenger, the prodiutlon designer.
t-row in,;

ot how Important it was that
their creation - this baby, wise

' ■
companies performing in
Nev, York. Boston, ( hJcago and
I .w Vegas, .in,l .in .innii.il operating

notJona that explore and satirize the
significance ol art and tedinotog)
lake didn i want in go,"

In order to survive in the entertainment
industry il is imperative to "keep youl . Ii

now it. Including a female Blue
Man in B<is|on) never lost Bight

i Iroup Productions it .i thriving
theatrical conglomeraM with a ~I.HI

cuaslon
Instruments,
Hostess
Twinki.'s ,in,i ,i smorgasbord of

behind the image is more Important "

three original Blues [there are

man Goldman, Stanton and Wmk
ner Imagined lbda) Blue Man

perfonnance artist* i>.nl fashioned
.in unlike)) off-Broadwa) Ml out ol
splattering paint, hornetnade per

talent Lawson said the show 1sn1e.un 1,1 prove
thai "as powerful as images are, what In?

the

Man has lingers and toes. The

Liter pop bigger, tastier ,in,l louder

I loffman, father and son, dedd

because

prospect ol Ix-ing true to one'- Bell and one's

Man Croup could have none
wr.ing more times Ih.in ,i Mine

Manhattan sidewalks
Hut Blue
Man Group was hist .i gool then,
the kernel ol .in Idea lh.il would

• -.I toflnd '"ii rhej desci nded into
.i dnycaveat a theater where three

just

The most poignanl thenws of the pl.iy lie in
the deception ot niedi.i images versus ml

Their achievement is all the
more impressive, since Blue

.mil staged guerrilla theatafakilson

wonder Who la Blue Man, why ihe here and vvh.it dose he want?

Not

the flashy, rarnousand

ing the plot ,ind gives us,- to even m, in -danger
for Wylei *s deli,.lie ,.ir,s,.r pursuits

I.is Vegas, a Grammy nomi-

Ihey got there without sacrificing their vision

, overed their heads with blue paint

ed] offered in .i trio ol bald, blue
men might be, would l*«>k and

remembers

commercial

domination and not loaa youraoui?
The question h.uln't exactly
been verbalized 13 years ago, when
mice friends In their late 2t>s Hrsl

«n. u^li
an alienoid creature stai
Ing out through big. curious eyes

Hoffman

achieve global

Intrigued

entertain

stv hsh embodiment ot pop-culture" Their cap
In .iling love .ill.ur pl.ns ,1 chief role in unravel

album and national exposure
v i.i .i clever batch of TV com-

Mured

the

Amid the h.i/e ol sell discovery, Wyler hnd-

engaged their LA. visitors in a
rambling four-hour fUeniion of

llotimun

HI

01

himselt attracted to the glamorous Ajexa, who

they'd removed their makeup and
latex skullcap*, the performers

Dustin

The periormnnce is dolled with Wyler's
struggles to IIIHI sin ess ,,s ,1 writer in the

pon-

the
Pink

AbMr.ut
I loyd, punk

Unlike some other expert

menial theater productions thai cm be difficult to interpret, "As Hoes in Hone) Drown"
is eaaily understood and is ., show that
ne ..in relate t-- ' Mask,- *aid.
With characters -inv mg i,, praaanl them
serves as educated and artsv, ii„. language in
sions, adding to thecomedk tindertonesol tins

\lt n there should he ("three puts

"Th* -how has greal potential to remind

you where community and Isola-

people how we put 10 much emphasis on
image and the entertainment industry as far as
the ,1.111ns il make- . in beauty and w hat i- good

tion meet.' the founders decided)
to what instruments thev should

dered how they COUld pursue their
di\ers»- interests and still m.ikt a

play (they wanted to fulfill |ohn
new

or had. and will ultimately -how what a , 10, k
Iliat is." Maske laid

h\ ing

invention! would eventually sup
plant guit.ir'- and kt yboards)

\ Bee* in Hone) Drown" is playing at
rheatre II front March 2(1 to 24 ,11 Hp.m with a

It was the mid-'8t>s, and we
wanted to figure out wh.it our gen-

Lennon's

prediction

that

sft- BLVUS, (wy,' 17

midnight showing on March 23 llcketsi

Comic book escapades enliven novel

Jtss GLADIS
Muff writer
BY

Jam-packed with oomk
book adventures and childhood fantasies. Michael

during (he

l.ile

'30* ami

early KM
1 'ne ot Hi,, iiiie 1 ham
lers. foe Kavalier, is a

friendship

is

born.

Klayman'* wild imagma
tion. kavalier's aptitude

lewish refugee trom Nazi-

lor drawing and the boys'
tas, mation
with
comic

Chabon's latest novel, "The
Amazing Adventures ,,|

occupied Prague. I le is
trained in e-*api-m h\ one

books coalesce to eventually create the entity of

Kavaber
and
Clay,"
unfolds with inst as main

of the world's Anesl magi,1.1ns and pulls his greal,-.l

uirks as its ihar.kteidevelop t hahon providehistorical stories, emotion
and a picturesque BCOOunt
of the comic book industry

Kavaliei

and

clay

Germans using paper
and ink through their

tious heroes One of the
most amusing incidents

bends that

character, the Escapist.
The hero takes on Hitler

involves an attempt to
rescue s, ubt suit , lad

Chabon
employs
the
same wit and eledri, Ian

Salvador

from

Ullage as

he did

dinner

previous

book-.

as well as some ficticious
villains.
Relationships begin
and end just as hastiK as

drowning
parly

Dali
at

a

jobs

to

(Klayman'* pen name), the
illustrator
and
writer.

unwind for Kavalier and

A story that traverses
tin- Holocaust, World U.ir
II and the golden age ol

travel from Czechoslovakia
to \ew York Alter meeting

respectively ol a flctftious
,01111, stries

Clay.

characters

the comic hook industry,

engage themselves in
their own adventures
reminiscent of Iheir ficti-

tures of Kavalier and
Clay" includes twisls and

by

managing

up with his cousin. Sun
Klayman. in the Big Apple,

kavalier
attempt

to

and
fight

Clay
the

flourish
The

and

"The

Amazing

Adven

intrigue

the

reader for all 639 pages

in

his

"The

Mysteries ol Pittsburgh"
and "Wonderboys."
However, in tin- -|,,iv

■ in- found a can

vas upon which to paint

ins masterpiece ol the
struggle toward ,li.
love and ait

OmiUvv a!
RANDOM HOOSI
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Critics say 'Get Over' 'Enemy' quickly
World War II drama and teen comedy flicks fall short of fulfilling their potential
BY SCOTT KING

staff writer

"GET OVER IT"
STARRING: KIRSTEN
DUNST,
BEN FOSTER
RATED PG-13
RUNNING TIME:
95 MINUTES

ft ft I
"Get Over It" is just another teen romance letdown. It
gels shoved into the same category as "Whatever it Takes"
and "Drive Me Crazy" while
trying to reach the esteemed
level of "Ten Things I Hate
About You"
The plot is simple. Allison
(Meliss.i Sagemiller) dumps
Berke (Ben Foster) and the
movie is about him getting
over her.
A plus for the film is newcomer Foster whose dry
sense of humor and acting
skill offers a different flavor
than mainstream teen come-

dies. It is nice to not have
Freddie Prinze Jr. or goofy
Jason Biggs play the main
character.
Almost immediately Allison
finds a new love interest and
the two get leading roles in the
school production of "A
Rocking Midsummer Night's
Dream."
Attempting to win Allison
back, Berke auditions for a
part in the play and when he
gets it he is a little unsure of
whether or not he will be able
to pull off the acting.
That is when Kirsten Dunst
enters the film as Kelly,
Berke's best friend's little sister. Kelly is a drama guru and
the one to help Berke perfect
his acting skills. She becomes
just the one to help Berke get
over Allison.
As for cameos, the supporting cast is nothing but
stars. Colin Hanks, Tom
Hanks' son, plays Berke's best
friend and Kelly's brother.
Sisqo is known as "Crazy
Legs" and is Berke's other
best friend who develops a
love interest in "That '70s

5how"'s Mila Kunis. Carmen
Electra is a dominatrix at a
strip club.
Playboy model Kylie Bax
portrays an accident-prone
love interest of Hanks' character. Coolio appears briefly
on a talk show while
Vitamin C lip syncs at both
the introduction and closing
of the movie.
Most noticeable of all the
supporting cast is Martin
Short who has an over-enthusiastic part as the drama director of the school play.
The role is something
that only a Short fan could
understand or even like.
Not only is the character too
outlandish and overdone,
but the whole production of
the Shakespeare comedy
theme turns the film's plot
into a tragedy.
There are a couple of laughs
in "Get Over It," but overall anyone over the age of 12 will not be
amused during the movie. The
film is too dependent on jokes
that have been done over and
over again

BYZAK SAUH

senior writer

"ENEMY AT THE GATES"
STARRING: JUDE LAW,
ED HARRIS AND
RACHEL WEISZ
in mi K
RUNNING TIME:
131 MINUTES

*• *• ft
"I am a stone. I breathe slowly, laim at the eye."
This is the sniper's whispered mantra and in a sniper's
world, stillness, silence and
precision are the essentials to
survival.
Jean-Jacques
Annaud's film, "Enemy at the
Gates," depicts a Russian
sniper's struggle to survive the
physical and emotional dangers of World War II.
After defeating a cluster of
German officials, Vassily
(Jude Law) is raised to the status of soldier-saint. Soviet
officials, including propogandist Danilov (Joseph Fiennes)

praise Vassily in an effort to about half of the film. Aside
rekindle the Russian army's from that and more gutmorale. Things are bleak in wrenching war footage (akin to
Stalingrad as the Nazis tear "Saving Private Ryan'"s first 20
their way through the city's minutes), we have a love trianbombed-out innards. Russian gle between Vassily, Danilov
soldiers don't know whether and I.mi.i. a young female
to fight and possibly die or sniper (played by "The
desert their posts and die as Mummy" s Rachel VS^isz) that
well, this time at the hands of simply detracts from what
their own comrades. Vassily's audiences want to see: action,
war efforts inspire the dying action, action!
armv to continue fighting.
Perhaps the only standout
Soon enough, the Germans performance is Harris' Nazi
begin to notice Vassily's positive sniper, who prowls through the
effect on the Russian troops. The movie like a wolf after a stray
Germans send their top sniper, sheep. It might have been wiser
Maj. Koenig (a sinister Ed to make Koenig a silent stalker;
Harris), to hunt down Vassily. too often the character spurts
Their confrontations result in a out the obvious (when asked
spectacular chase throughout whether rumors that Vassily is
the ruins of Stalingrad as they dead are true, he replies: "He is
hide in corners and wait for each not dead because I haven't kill
other to make that one stupid, him yet") Pomposity, Maj.
Koenig, will only get you killed.
fatal move.
"Enemy at the Gates,"
The conflict between Koenig
and Vassily is perhaps the only though not the best war film,
reason why people will see is enjoyable and fascinating in
"Enemy at the Gates." and its depiction of the paranoid
rightly so. Their cat-and-mouse sniper's environment, a world
chase through chemical facto- where millimeters make all
ries, fields of dead bodies and the difference between life
hollow buildings comprise and death.

Write with Style? Why not write for Style?
call Meghan or Julie at x3846
Are you healthy and well-groomed?
Your pet should be too.

^H*'°4*
Executive,
Honor Council &
BOV Representative

Dr. Vicky Strickland
Dr. John Daly
Small Animal • Medical Surgery iTVypTC
Boarding • Grooming
^^ "
(8387)
498 University Blvd.
Across from COSTCO

This Week
Eating Disorders Awareness Week
A Week for Every BODY

9 am-7 pm
March 28, 2001 (Commons, Zane, UREC)

March 19 -March 23rd

Class Council &
Run - Offs

9 am- 7 pm
April 4, 2001 (Commons, Zane, UREC)

Booths will be set up in ISAT and the Festival on
Monday and Tuesday, stop by to get information
about eating disorders!
Come to the Women's Health Fair on March 22nd at
the PC ballroom from 11-2 pm to learn more about
eating disorders. The REACH Peer Educators will be
doing their "Mirror, Mirror" presentation during the
fair at 11 am (This is a PASSPORT event)
Sponsored by HTH 458 Health Program Planning

>^,*»^^^<
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- £fyrfe Vtttiy

-■inSa»hill Cillery -Chuck Close: Srlf-Pnrtniil Smhhlr KtehniR
las a work in Progress'
Mnn - hri. 10:10 j.m.-l::u> p.m.. Sat. &
Isun. 130-4:30 p.m.. free
I* Zirklc House (i.illi-ru-s Drawings by Randal Kern in Artworks
Id.ill.Tv. mixed midia by Chris Hro/ in Other Gallery,
|-Keiuiiiis.eiue: Then and Now.' by Sheila Melncrncy in New
nage Gallery' - Mon.-Thu. noon-5 p.m., Fri. & Sat. noon-4 p.m.

m—

V\P$X

—

Capital Bmu's: Music Building, Room 108 — Tues.
I
free
I* Virginia Mass Marimba Extravaganza: Music Building. Room
|l08 — Sun., 7 p.m., free

-Tk&ftW * Da***—
"As Bees in Honey Drown:" Theatre II - Tue.-Sat., 8 p.m.,
i., midnight; tickets S4
I* Contemporary Dance Knscmble: ljtimer-Shaeffer Theatre |Thurs. - Sat.. 8 p.m ; tickets S6 .IAC holders/senior citizens/chilIren and SM regul.ir, call x-QPll

—RoVies—
I* r.rafton-Stovall Theatre-" Bovs Don't Cry." Wed. ft Thu.. 7*
|o:30 p.m.. $2; "Miss Congeniality." PH. & Sat, 7& 9:30 p.m. w/
I special midnight showing Fri.. $2; "If These Walls Could Talk 2."
I Sun.. 7:30 p.m.. free
I + Regal Valley Mall Cinemas 4: "3.000 Miles to Graceland."
■ "Monkeybone." "Wedding Planner," "Save the List Danee," $5
(before 6 p.m., $7.25 after. Call 434-7107
1 * Kcgal Cinemas t4: "See Spot Run," "Recess: School's Out."
I'Swcet November." "Hannibal." "F.ncmy at the Gales," "15
I Minutes." "O Brother. Where Art Thou," "F-xit Wounds,"
l"Chocolat," "Traffic." "Quills," "Cast Away," "CrouchingTiger,
lllidden Drgaon," $5 before 6 p.m., $7.25 after Call 434-7ht>l

STYLE

Director
to speak
at Wilson

— compiled from staff reports

Call x3846 with
Stylish events!

Contact

I

1x3846™

Practicum
hours?

Focus
1x6729

[Style
1x3846
[Sports
x6709

Call us! We can help IPhoto
you get the hours you ,749
need to get that A+!
[Graph ics
x6709

Attention Juniors and Seniors!!!!
Career Opportunities
OPEN HOUSE
April 5, 2001

Major Love

taKe a vacation

Unlike any other college course you can take.

[Opinion

3fl)e itoasHjinugtoin fJost

is about.

ARMY ROTC

1x6699

See what
the Army

Bring your "can-do" attitude to Camp Challenge Where you'll
get paid to learn how to become a leader and acquire skills
that'll help you In your career Apply today 31 the Aimy ROTC
department, with no obligation. Before that voice tells you to

■■■■■■a

University Program Bo.ud is
sponsoring a lecture from .i crtically Acclaimed film director
this week.
Kimberly IVirn\ the director »>l
"Boya I tan'i Cry," will &\\ ■ .1 biographical speech as well as address
pay, lesbian, bisexual and transbender issues.
"Boys Don't Cry" rbcusea on
Ihe true story of leona Brandon,
a teenager in Nebraska who
li\ ed ■ double life as both a man
and a woman.
Peirce has won numerous
awards and recognition from
the motion picture industry.
The star of Ihe film, Hilary
Swank, won an Academy
Award and Golden Globe for
her work as Brandon.
Peirce will speak at 8 p.m.
Tuesday in Wilson Hall.
Admission is $5 at the door
and seating is all general
admission.
UPB will also show "Boys
Don't Cry" at 7 p.m. on
Wednesday in Grafton-Sto\ .ill
Theatre
For more information call \t>2\7.

you know that little voice
inside that says "I can't"?
this summer,

[crush it].

Behind

News

at 568-3633

ltVoysToBe
Irish Or At Least To
Tarty Like'Em!

t^i *r* ^F ~r*^r' ^* *r*

In Xespect To The Great St. Va trick. The B/ltmore Jias Decided To
Defend St. Vatrlcks Day Through Monday. March 19th.

The Washington Post's Human Resource Department is
hosting an Open House for third and fourth year students
who are interested in exploring employment opportunities
with the newspaper. Top executives from the commercial
departments of The Post will be on hand to discuss your
career interests. The Washington Post, at the hub of the
nation's most powerful market, offers exciting
opportunities in Advertising Sales and Service, Marketing,
Production, Circulation, Accounting, Human Resources,
Public Relations, and Information Systems Management.
The Open House will take place on Thursday, April 5, 200
from 4:30 p.m. to 6:30 p.m. at 1150 15th Street, N.W.',
Washington, DC. Space is limited, so please respond no
later than Friday, March 30. Interested students should
forward resume and contact:

(personally 1 think it is just another excuse to throw an enormous party)

B1CTMOXI BAX & CX1CC
221 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
HARRISONBURG. VA
540.801.0221

TOMGm
MAX-Qi l?TJt
9 P.M. TILL 2 AM

18 TO PARTY
21 TO DRINK

BE SUXE WD 7VLXX. GXEEN!
BROUGHT TO YOU BYSU PRODUCTIONS, KKATURING DJ STOX.

Tricia Castrilli, The Washington Post, Human Resources
Email: castrillit(a,washpost.com
Fax: (202) 334-5658, P: (202) 334-7178,
Main Desk (202) 334-7174
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Blues can't get this trio down
BLUES, from page U
At first. Blue Man was conceived as a painting
come to life. A lot of performance art was ledk Holy talky in the presence of an audience. Sometimes
early Blue Man spoke. Sometimes he didn't.
"When Blue Man stopped talking, we noticed
that suddenly our personalities went away, and
this other character showed up who was more
profound,'' Wink said "Not speaking almost felt
like a form of rebellion.''
If he didn't speak or sing or dance, what was
Blue Man Join); i tnstagc? He was challenging the
audience to accept that art isn't necessarily elitist,
humor doesn't ha veto be verbal, music need not
be melodic and entertainment can be nonlinear.
Perhaps the sound of Cap'n Crunch being
munched is a language. Maybe music should be
seen and heard.
"In the '80s and early '90s," Wink said, "performance art wasn't accessible. We gave the audience a childlike stupidncss they didn't expect."
Blue Man Group secured spots in shows that
were the performance art equivalent of comedy
open-mike nights. No money changed hands, but
the trio was given the stage for 1(1 or 20 minutes,
often after the monologuist and before the dance
troupe. New York's experimental Woostcr
Theater Group offered the three a chance to do Ml
hour of material. Then they participated in a performance an festival at Lincoln Center that sold
out 1,250-seat Alice Tully I ML
Meanwhile, Goldman, Stanton and Wink used
their conventional jobs to support their perform
ances. After they received a three-minute standing ovation at Lincoln Center, Blue Man Group
received an offer of financing from a pair of producers for a show off-Broadway. Although they
parted company with those investors after throe
years, the Blue Men acknowledge the leap ot faith
their hackers took.
"We opened late in 1991, and there was no

'Stomp,' no 'De La Guarda,' nothing even like
Bring in Da Noise, Bring in Da Funk,'" Stanton
said. "There were only plays with couches in the
middle of the stage and standard musicals.
Nothing like us had yet had a commercial
run." Goldman said, "I firmly believe that the reason people would come to the show six or eight
times is they'd try to desenbe it to their friends
and they couldn't, so they'd just bring them."
Reviewing Blue Man Group Las Vegas last
year, Los Angeles Turn-, theater critic Michael
Phillips called it "a postmodern
vaudeville routine, Ernie Kovacs'
old Nairobi Trio act brought up to
date." There are bits of Jerzy
Kosinski's Chauncey Gardiner
and Forrest Gump in Blue Man,
and Wink acknowledges vaudeville as an influence. "In the
beginning, we asked ourselves, 'If
you don't have a plot, how do vou
structure an evening?'
Vaudeville didn't have plots
either. They just knew you had to
have a good beginning and a great finale. And
you needed to do things that the audience couldn't do. That's why they juggled."
As selling tickets became less of a struggle, the
group became a bit more particular. "We got more
specific about what we'd do to get attention,"
Wink said, "Not to be divas about it, but to protect
the sanctity of the character " They've been guests
on "The Tonight Show" 10 times since 1992, and
the way they developed special, brief bits for
those appearances turned out to be the perfect
training for their Grammy number.
Once the show was a hit, a focus on keeping
Blue Man pure became as important a survival
skill as filling the theater had once been. "We
realized we had something very special with
the Blue character special in here," Goldman

said, thumping his fist on his heart "We want
ed him to be around for decades, not for
months or even years."
So when the offers came in for HBO and
Showtime specials and feature films, for Blue
Men on Ice and Blue Man theme park rules the
answer was "No." A record compan) called and
asked, "Can the Blue Men rap?" A Japanese promoter wanted to mount an international tour
Commercials for blue M&M's, Tic Tacs, antacids
and Life Savers were suggested. Blue Man I Iroup
could have been the symbol
of the American Express Blue
card.
"Any time someone
came out with something
blue,"
Goldman
saul.
"there'd be some genius in an
advertising agency who'd
Chris Wink say. Oh, my God. I've gol it'
1
actor Let's get Blue Man Group."
Some suitors thought
they'd win over the group by
(Minting out that its 15 minutes of fame were ticking away so the three had
better grab what they could. No scenario could
have been less appealing, and their Conversation
with Hoffman reinforced their thinking
"One of the aspects ot their talent was that
they really found their own authentic voice,"
Hoffman said. "Nothing kills originalitv Enter
than packaging it What they were being
offered was to repeat what they'd done, and hv
repeating it, they'd be killing it. So I warned
them and said, "Look, you've got something
that everyone wants and that they give awav
It's that you can make your own decisions You
can be creative; you can make mistakes
Realize that that's precious.'"
One decision was always clear "Blue Man
Group was never meant to be one little

Not speaking almost fell
like a form of rebellion

lhow,N ttoldouui said.
As demand for tickets increased, the original
little show In a theater of 299 seats went from
eight to nine to 10 performances .i week, Even
thai expansion wasn't enough to support the
future the founders em tafonea.
The plan to open outside New York was bom
.ii necessity it wasn't thai the mums of the first
show made opening in a second city possible
Revenues from a Boston company were mvd.il to
sustain more growth, and all growth supported
Blue Man Croup's autonomy.
For the first three years oft Broadway,
Goldman, Stanton and Wink performed every
show 1,285 in a row with no understudies pn>
* idmg rebel il fatigue or the flu stnuk lo open in
Boston in 1995, they had to let someone else be
Blue. "We had talked a lot about how the Blue
character required subjugating the Individual
ego," Wink, the most nqciasaous triplet, said.
"Now we had lo put our money where our
mouths were."
I'l.n ing off-Broadway, training armies of Blue
Men, opening in I as Vegas, doing commercials
tor Intel and marketing a musk II) have all been
cited as evidence of Blue Man Group selling out
The criticism doesn't fate them Ihey wrote
the Intel spots themselves, and saw them as
chances to make little 30-second films, practice for
an eventual Blue Man Group movie Besides, they
didn't feel Ihey were hawking ,i product Intel isa
brand, a gixxl tit because Blue Man Group sees
itself as a brand too I he I .is Vegas show
recouped an initial S7 million investment before
its tust anniversary, and Blue Man Group's 12
shows a week consistently sell out
"We'vebeen batttmganabbery In others and in
OursHvea from the beginning," Wink saul
"People thought off-Broadw.n wasn't ready for
the avant-garde And people thought Vegas was
n't ready for something tool."

SUPER JOE COMICS
With his plan m action. Supei■rjoe
awaits his ultimate confrontation
ation... I

BY UNIVEWTY INFORMATION
"f W/ief mrwaiki
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Can you help Supei Joe keep contusion
from spreading all over campus? II you
need answers to anything about JMU.
please check out the into below!
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call, (5401 JMU INFO
email: jnu-inlo@jmu.edu
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Confusion is itposii. but is tht
tattle teal/y over...

r The University Program Board
Presents:
KIM W W Y MIME
Director of Boys Don't Cry
inWilsonHallat8p.m.
Tomorrow Night!
Come see Boys Don't Cry and
If These Walls Could Talk
for $2 on Wednesday
at Grafton-Stovall Theatre
UNIVERSITY PROGRAM HOARD

9:30 p.m. ^\
Wednesday/

For More Info Call x6217 or visit www.upb.org

A l/ltom k M Event
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NEWS

Tri Delta and
Delta Sigma Pi

Women's Wellness Week
Monday 3/19
• Power Yoga at UREC, 9-10pm

presents:

Tuesday 3/20
• The Power of Women and Communication. Brown bag lunch
featuring Hillary Wing - Richards. Taylor 202, 12-1
• Through the Eyes of a Woman - talent show.
Grafton Stovall, 7pm.

t-i\4,

t-^U

M.0LSC

Delta Dating Game
March 30th
2:45 CJrafton Stovall

Thursday 3/22
• Women's Health Fair in PC Ballroom, 11-2
• Dr. Mark Warner will be doing a book signing of his book
"The Complete Idiots Guide to Enhancing Self-Esteem"
• How to Help a Sexual Assault Survivor and the White
Ribbon Campaign Brown bag lunch In Taylor 402,
12:30-l:30pm
• Patricia Russel - McCloud will speak in Wilson Hall, 7pm.
Sponsored by CM1SS.

Tickets: $4 audience
$3 to play

Penny Wars
will begin March 26th

- 29th on the Commons

Sponsored by the University Health Center. Questions call 2319.

Physical & Occupational Therapy
Your Career Choice!

4L~*~.

Benefits St. .hide's Children's Research Hospitiil

jfyj'MU

OT&Yraw *6
Sarin'rC-Burg "%

Information Session in Charlottesville
Saturday, March 31
Join us to learn first hand about the programs offered by the University of
St. Augustine, including entry-level degrees (MPT and MOT), advanced
studies degrees (transitional DPT, MHSc, and DHSc), and Continuing
Professional Education. Our physical and occupational therapy programs
are innovative and provide an excellent avenue to enter or advance within
the professions. Interviews will be conducted with prospective master's
degree applicants. Call for schedule details. To reserve your space or
schedule an interview, contact Sue in the Office of Enrollment Services
toll-free at 877-245-4312 or register online at mvtv.usa.edu.

Tuesday 20th
Jimmy O' 10p.m.
Thursday 22nd
Jon Fritz 10p.m.

AJI Sandwich Specials ixJude I side of your choice

Friday 23 rd
Daily Planet 10p.m.

Saturday 24th

A'c (tptton Site Charlottesville Omni Hotel
235 West Main Street. Charlottesville. VA- (K04) 971-5500

Leon Milmore 10p.m.

UNIVERSITY OF ST. AUGUSTINE
ALTH

Sandwich Specials
Crabcake Sandwich $6.25
BBQ Chicken Sandwich $4.95
Fried Oyster Sandwich $4.95
Smokehouse Burger $5.25

SCIENCE

Tumnhi

CO*

Gift Certificates Avaihblc
»WW» St Harntonburl
7 Days i Week. 11 im.l

I llM\F.Ksrn But i I-.VARI). ST. Ai)Cii'sriNB,FL '."K(>

ONLY 48 DAYS UNTIL GRADUATION...
Have you accepted The Challenge?
Our goal is to have 1,100 seniors
participate by graduation! Your gift will
benefit the Class of 2001 Mural and Carrier
Library Reading Room. Use the pledge
card to make your pledge. Drop it in any
of the designated Senior Class Challenge
boxes at the Warren Information Desk,
Carrier Library Circulation Desk, Zane
Showker Computer Lab and the College
Center Information Desk. Make your first
gift payment before April 26 to receive
special recognition and an invitation to
our celebration event during Senior Week.
Need more info?
Visit www.jmu.edu/seniorchallenge.

DJ D

2

:LASS

^ GEE:

2001 SENIOR CLASS CHALLENGE
Full Name
Nickname

MY GIFT
(due by May 2001)
□ $15.00
U $25.00
LI $50.00
_i Other

a

MY PLEDGE
(due by June 2003)
(J $100.00
U $150.00
U. $200.00
LI Other

Social Security 0 .

PERMANENT ADDRESS

CITY, STATE, ZIP
E-mail Address

My major Is
All donors lo the Untvenuy will be acknowledged. Tne University's fiscal
year runs from July I to June JO. ail tilts to tne University are tan
deductible.

WANT TO MAKE YOUR GIFT BY CHECK?
Please make your check payable to JMU Foundation and
drop in any campus mailbox to
SENIOR CLASS CHALLENGE, MSC 5717.
WANT TO CHARGE YOUR GIFT?
Call The Senior Class Challenge office at x3564 and charge
your gift by phone. We gladly accept Visa, MasterCard.
American Express and Discover.
WANT TO MAKE A GIFT ONLINE?
Go to www.lmu.edu/alumnl/glveonline. This service Is
available thanks to the generosity of Rich Masterson 82 and
givingcapital.com. All transactions are secure and private.

BEDROOM UNITS
•

•

SOUTH MAIN STREET
• WAIK TO CAMPUS
ETHERNET, FURNISHED

434-3509

487-4057
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"It has ihe honor of bragging
rights that we're ihe best in
the slate."

The Lefty Way

Lefty Dricsell has
found life after JMU al
Georgia Stale

ROGLR BURKE

Page 21

gymnastics coach
sec story below

WOMEN'S GYMNASTICS
Men's tennis lops UNC-W
Men's
tennis
defeated
the
University
of
North
Carolina
Wilmington
4-3,
Friday
in
Wilmington, NI.C.
Junior Andrew Lux won against the
Seahawks top seed 2-6, 6-2, 6-3. Senior
Luis Rosado won his match by a score
of 4-6, 7-6, 7-5. Sophomore Mike
Hendricksen came away with a victory, winning 6-3, 6-2.
In doubles play, Hendricksen and
sophomore Bryan Knehr won 9-7.
Rosado and teammate freshman Craig
Anderson also were victorious, 9-7.
Lax falls to Loyola
The fifth-ranked women's lacrosse
team fell to third-ranked Loyola, 11 4,
Saturday in Baltimore, Md.
Senior Mindy Leher and junior
Kristen Dinisio each scored two
goals, accounting for all four goals
for the Dukes.
Baseball splits dnubleheader
The Diamond Dukes Ux>k the first
half of a doubleheader at Towson
University 5-1, but lost the second
game 7-1.
Senior Greg Miller and sophomore
Nathan Doyle each had two RBIs.
In the second game, the Tigers
scored six runs in the fifth inning to
easily defeat )MU.
Two Dukes wrestle at NCAAs
At the 21X11 NCAA Wrestling
Championships
held
at
Iowa
University, sophomore I )a\ e Colabella
had a record of 2-2 and sophomore Pat
Diaz finished with a record of 1-2.
Archers sweep East Region
Championships
At the U.S. Indoor Last Region
Championships held March 9-11 in
Harrisonburg, the archery learn swept
all events.
Men's recurve scored 3,269, while
women's recurve scored 3,(190 In
mixed team recurve. JMU scored 4,272.

JMU SPORTS
WEEKLY
Monday. March 19
- Baseball take-- low-on University
Monday at 3 p.m. at long
Field/Maiuk Stadium.

Records broken in state title win
tri-captains Rachel Malinowski, the evening. Suarez and Bascope
staff writer
Ashleigh Suarez and Amanda Love completed the Duke sweep in the
forget NCAA basketball tour- had their usual strong performanc- event, posting a 9.9 and 9.875,
nament. The women's gvnm.is- es but were flanked by some of their good enough for second and third
place, respectively.
Hcs team gave the term "March younger teammates.
Radford had only two gymnasts
MadntM ' .i whole new definition
"We wanted to show how good
on Friday in Godwin 11,ills we are with how little we have," competing, freshmen Erin Dooley
Sinclair Gymnasium
JMU played host to Ihe Virginia
Collegiate Championships on
Friday, competing .i^.nnvt instate
TEAM SCORE RECORDS SET AT
rivals William & Mary and Radford
I niverslty Entering ihe meal with a
VIRGINIA COLLEGIATE CHAMPIONSHIPS
3-3 record, the Dukes Ux>ked to
improve on their last outing, a
4.575-point road loss to the
JAMES MADISON UNIVERSITY
University or Maryland Terrapins
on March 9.
HELD ON MARCH
Prior to Friday's competition,
the team's best showing this MMson had been Jan. 26, when it finished first out of three teams
TEAM SCORE
(Rutgers and CorrJand State). The
WIN
team had not won a home meet
yet during the season, suffering
I SET A NEW STATE MEET AND
two close losses — one to
JMU SCHOOL RECORD)
Pittsburgh and one to W&M.
I iowever, the past was not a (actor at the state meet, as the Dukes
eclipsed their previous best perVAULT
formance, got revenge on the
WIN
Tribe and set several records
along the way,
[SET A NEW STATE MEET AND
"You tram you whole life for
JMU SCHOOL RECORD)
that one meet and that was that one
meet," coach Roger Burke said.
"Everybody maximize.! and realized what their potential was."
BEAM
Of Ihe 22 team members, 20
WIN
dressed for the meet, which was
highlighted by several outstanding
[SET A NEW STATE MEET AND JMU
individual performances from each
SCHOOL RECORD]
team. On a night honoring Ihe most
experienced athletes, Ihe seniors
led the way, but an apparent heir to
the throne was crowned, as freshman Nicole Bascope won Ihe indiFLOOR
\ Idual all-around.
WIN
Despite having lost to W&M earlier in the season, the IXikes were
[SET A NEW STATE MEET AND JMU
considered ti»' favorite going into
SCHOOL RECORD]
I ndav's competition. Not only did
they
win
the
Va.
State
t. hampionshlpS and the Eastern
College
Athletic
Conference
i hamplonshlps bat year, but also
tWO of the team's Standouts had
recently garnered individual accolades I reshman I rin Fitzgerald was
named It AC Rookie of the Week
on Feb. 13 and senior l.ynn Player
was awarded the EC AC Athlete ot senior Amy McCinty said.
and Jennifer Reitel I asl year gymthe Week on Feb. 20. Burke, the
Sophomore Carri Elder, who set nastics was cut from Radford's athreigning I CAC Coach of the Year, a Godwin Hall record on Feb. 2 with letic program, similar to Ihe possihad high hopes going into the meet. a 9.875 in the floor exercise, sur- ble situation the IXikes are dealing
Did I think we could be at 195?" pass,,! that score with a 9.9 finish, with this season. When their names
Burke rhetorically Baked about the setting a new Ckxlwin Hall record were announced at the conclusion
of Ihe meet the Sinclair crowd
monumental team score "Probably and tying her own school record.
not. To jump Ihe way they did, four
If any event showed JMU's awarded their efforts with a rousing
points over our season high in one team balance, it was, quite ironical
standing ovation.
meet |s pivttv phenomenal."
It takes a tremendous amount
ly, the balance beam. The top three
The Dukes were certainly the scores were all turned in by IXikes, tA courage for them — those two
led
by
Fitzgerald's
9.95
—
a
new
freshmen
— to continue through
most experienced team of the meet
despite having six freshmen Senior school record and the best score of the year to come out here and do the
BY KHALILGARRIOTT

2001

16, 2001

195.325 JMU

48.4250 JMU

49.3750 JMU

49.1250 JMU

Tuesday. March 20
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MEN'S GYMNASTICS

- Men's tennis hosts Radford
University at 3 p.m.

Woodnick chops foes

Women's basketball laces Mississippi
State University in the quarterfinals of
IheWNII inStarkville, Miss

BY KFXLY SCOTT

staff writer

Wednesday. March 21
- Baseball travels to Blacksburg to face
Virginia Tech at 2:30 p.m.
- Lacrosse hosts Virginia lech at 4 p.m.
at Reservoir Street Field.
Thursday. March 22
- Men's tennis hosts l ieorge Mason
I diversity ,il 2:30 pin.

Friday, March 23
Baseball hosts Bail Carolina
University at 3 p.m. at I ong
Field/Mauck Stadium.
Saturday. March 24
- Lacrosse hosts the L'niversilv "I
Delaware at 2 p.m. at Reservoir
Street Field.
Men's and women s tennis both play
at home. The men take on the College
of William & Mary at 8:30 a.m. and the
women play West Virginia University
at I p.m.
^^

best they could do in this environment,'' Burke slid It was just really inspirational to see that they rode
it all Ihe way Out I don't want the
Siime thing to happen to our kids."
An intense but friendly competition between the two fullstrength squads ensued from the
lirst rotation and lasted until the
champion was announced. In the
end, JMU defeated W&M, 195 425
to 193 175
The Dukes set a new school
record .ind a stale meet record with
their overall score. Burke and his
athletes wen certainly impressed,
cheering loudly when the winner
was announced.
"In the big scheme of things we
all came together at the state meet
and that's what's important,"
Burke said. "It has the honor of
bragging rights that we're Ihe best
in the stale It carries so much
weight with our seniors and our
upperclassmen and our alumni."
Senior Night is especially important for the teams because it gives
Ihe athletes their last chance to perform in front of the home crowd,
their parents and the alumni Each
senior received gifts and flowers
from her underclassmen teammates
and from her parents. The celebration slowed the start of the meet by
30 minutes.
Junior Amy Keister started the
evening off with the singing of the
national anthem, and JMU didn't
look back from there. Stands were
near capacity with the attendance at
900, and several banners supporting
the athletes lined the gymnasium
walls- After the meet, the athletes
held an emotional team ceremony
rewarding each of the seniors.
Burke, assistant coaches Mary
Catherine Gunter and Betsy
Hernandez cited fan support as a
key factor in the outcome.
"Friday's performance was nothing short of phenomenal," Burke
said. "I don't know that unless you
were here you couldn't fully appreciate the excitement or what the
whole day meant "
The home team opened up on
the vault, led by 9.7 scores turned in
by both Suarez and Bascope.
However, a strong W&M contingent helped the team following the
first rotation Fach team received
four minutes to warm up between
events, during which time the
Madison faithful cheered on fn>m
the bleachers.
"It Started with the leotards (the
team received new competitive leotards befoie the meet) and then the
vault and the whole thing snowKilled," senior Ally Betar said "It
just got bigger and better and big-

KOBFKT XATThmor ph.>tuKrui>hrt

TURNING THE CORNER: Senior Mainly Leher looks to get around an
Old Dominion University defender In a 9-6 JMU win on March 14.

t

i

During
the
Virginia
Collegiate Championships for
men's ayrrmaetics this past
weekend, the Dukes suffered a
201.55-189.75 loss to William &
Mary, yet JMU put forth one of
its strongest efforts all year,
according to several of the
players.
On Saturday, the Dukes
edged OUl the Irihe tor tirst.
third and sixth places in Ihe all
around standings earned by
freshman |ason Woodnick, junior Nick Blanton -ind senior
Woody Miller respectively
"Yesterd.iv was awesome,
definitely our best meet yet,"
senior Stephen Reynolds said.
"Our goal for the season was to
break 190. and we broke it by
.15 |points] yesterday."
The Dukes also reached
their score with only four people when they usually have
five or six, putting greater
importance on Ihe result of
each event.
"The routines we're nowdoing are more consistent,"
C0S)ch Roger Burke said.
Part of the team's consistency Saturday was the performance of Woodnick, who scored

in the top six places in every
event, and Blanton who scored
Ihe same in .ill but one.
"Our freshmen are really
starting to shine," Reynolds
said.
During Sunday's champi
onships, Woodnick placed in
all six events claiming first in
still rings, vault and parallel
bars.
Woodnick completed a
"dean execution," as Burke put
it, in such events as still rings.
He had a more difficult
strength combination in Ihis
event in particular.
The team could not have
gained Its IW.75 points without its experienced members.
Blanton took two sixth places,
two fifth places and one fourth
place from W&M.
Blanton drove his landing
Into the floor like a post to hold
onto filth place.
"Every person's event had
to count," Blanton said Blanton
said that the freshman "keep us
on our toes."
"It's a combination of every■
btxly working together," Burke
said. "That's what makes a
stv DUKES, fxige 22
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SWOTS

CLUB GYMNASTICS

JMU battles W&M at Duke Dog Invitational
]\\ l\iki( i Si KO
contributing writer
With Siinl.nr i.\mii,iMiim Completely decorated with purple and
Bold, yrou WiniUJ tu\iT h.ivc y*ut'ssi'd
it was St Patrick's Day. (>n Saturday,
INK' spirit Hooded
the gym, .is the club
gymnastics
team
notched .1 victory
over
William
&
Mary in the Duke
Dog Invitational.
"It was great to
show |MU ..II the
hard work th.it we
do here and to gel
rewarded tor it,
captain senior I tsa
|ani s,iid.
And with outttandins fin.il rankings, trx' team demonstrated how h.ud
work does pay off.

For the women's team, Janz
earned <i sa>rv vt 16.6, placing her at
the top (or all-around. Senior Pedro
Batista earned an all-around Aril
place in the men's competition with a
score of 35.925.
Many other JMU
competitors joined
these co-captains on
the winner's block
(or their performaiK
es in the meet's Individual events.
Sophomore Shelly
I'ennow won second
place on the bars with

It was great to show
JMU all the hard work
that we do here and to
get rewarded for it.

Mon.-Fn. u-8 p.m.
Sat n-6 p.m.
Call for directions.
433-5550

-Lisa Janz "•?"*!*
Accompanied

k
by
swing music, she
also danced her
way l<> second place
with a floor routine
that earned her a score of 9.25.
Behind W&M's Megan Moran, she
Ntfmor CBpClin

-9%

(unshed third all-around with ■ score
of 26.6. Pennow credits her performance to intense practices throughout
the week.
"I felt more prepared this meet than
I have been before," Pennow said.
Preparation and dedication are also
key contributors to Jans'! success. )anz
placed first in three out of the lour
women's events
Janz scored a 9 2 in vault and a 9.25
on bars. Her third victor)', a score of
9.6 in the floor competition, reflects her
love for her favorite event
I love floor because it gives me a
chance to show off in front of a crowd,"
(anz said.
In addition to |anz and Pennow,
sophomore Tara C.reenbcrg placed
fourth in the all-around with a
score of 24.7. She also tied sophomore Jess Wennersten for fourth
place on the beam with a score of
8.45, keeping in the top five all-

around women's competitors.
The women were not the only
competitors to earn honors for
JMU
at
the
Duke
Dog
Invitational.
c III the men's side, sophomore
Mike Sullivan chalked up a firstplan- victory with his score of 9.3
on the rings With ,m 8.4, Sullivan
also dominated the vault. His
overall performance totaled 27.1,
placing him second in the men's
competition all around.
Junior Chris Tonkinson and
freshman Mike McDonald finished neck and neck behind
Sullivan. A 10th of a point boost
ed Tonkinson to third place at
263, leaving McDonald with a
respectable 26.2.
I ollowing in the path of Janz,
Batista also earned three firstplace rankings. In the pommel
event, he scored an 8 8 His

score continued to improve on the parallel bars with a 9 4 But Batista
t dearly strived for a perfect
»
floor performance, and almost
nailed it with a final score of
9.75, the highest score for an
individual event during the
invitational.
I pushed myself to have
good form and keep my toes
pointed, Batista said. "The girls
have been really supportive in
coaching me with my form and
in the end, it turned out great."
Being a club team, gymnastics does not have a hired or volunteer coach. Therefore, the
teammates rely on each other to
coach and motivate one another in
both practice and competition.
Team members said they are
excited about the rest of their season,
especially April's national competition in Syracuse, N.Y.

20 W. Water St.,

*S«Sfc

Harnsonburg

^ACPV'C
located in Four Points Sheraton

eveev

Hip Hop Night
9:30p.m.-?
No cover

n4U£5DAY

Comedy Zone
Followed by live DJ
S3 cover with college ID. $5 without

Ml FIRST & THE GIMME GIMMES, U.S. BOMBS. TRICK
DADDY, KXIT WOUNDS (ST), LARS PREDERIKSEN

The laughs start at 9p.m.

F£lbAV£ATC/iRbAM
"X-Factor"

9:30p.m.- 1:30a.m.
$5 cover
Back by popular demand

£r>f\JbAM
Karoake

*Must be 21 or older*

9p.m. -la.m.
No Cover

1400 East Market St • Harnsonburg, VA 2280!
540-433-2521 Ext. 7735 • 800-708-7037

Jesus Christ was a liar.
Either that or a complete raving lunatic. Oh yeah, there's one
other option (and only one): He was and is Qod, Just as he claimed.

Many people prefer to think he was a good moral teacher,
but if you think through it, that's not logically possible. Jesus, in
the midst of a fiercely monotheistic culture, through his actions
and overt statements claimed to be God in the flesh.

BRITAIN

ON

A

BUDGET

Information Session
Interested in becoming an ambassador and
traveling to the United Kingdom?

If the claim was false, then either Jesus knew that, or
he didn't. If it was false and he knew it, then by his intentional
deception he has scammed the world with the greatest hoax
ever conceived. Liars don't tend to make particularly good
moral teachers.

If, on the other hand, he honestly was convinced in his
own mind that he was God (and wasn't) then it's pretty clear
that he was a lunatic. If your roomate really thought she was
God, what would you think of her?

The only remaining possibily, as implausible as it sounds,
is that the claim was true: Jesus really is God. He really does
love you. And he really can forgive your sins.

Liar, Lunatic or Lord.
Can you think of another option?

What do you believe?
Campus Crusade for Christ* Thursdays at 8:00pm "Health Sciences Auditorium
dan.flynn@uscm.org

»
mt«»i

m»««n

i

Come listen to Britain Youth Ambassadors
Mike Monroe (JMU) and Leslie Kling (U. of
Delaware) as well as other special guests
answer questions and discuss the way to do
it on a budget.
Wednesday, March 21

Roop Hall 129
5:30 p.m.
For more information check out www.budgetbritain.com
or call 540.574.0146. Free guides and booklets will be
given out. Rough Guides U.K. books and CD's will be
door prizes.

for n».c lafenmiM, cornel IMU iMtraMknal Pnmm,
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Lefty returns to NCAAs
Former JMU coach takes his fourth program,
Georgia State, to West Region; upsets Wisconsin

\ WKrorJSijiJ

LETFTV AND TUC £|MJT PfTA^H Bfifiod

■ Davidson
(1960-'69)

176-65

Maryland
(1970-'86)
James Madison
(1988-'97)

348-159
• 159-111

Georgia State
(1997-)

• 50-37

• Guided six Wildcat teams to national
rankings.
• Took Terrapins to 14 postseason
appearances.
• Took the Dukes to the 1994
NCAAs.
• Took the Panthers to second
round of this year's NCAAs.

Bl Bon FOLTMAN
Chicago Iribuni'
I h i*- thr List of .1 dying breed.
In an em when many college
coachaa duss, t.ilk tnd ad KM
Fortune 500< 11 K <- hariea 1 eft)
Dffaaall is nothing more Ih.in ,»
j;i-xl ol' hoy still trying lo win boskeib.iil gamea
I>n«-S4'll, 69, h.is won .1 lot of
them in his .» ve.irs of awching,
hrst .it I Xiviilson, (hen .it M.iryl.ind,
then .it l<mies Madison and now at
Cieorgia State. In fact, only a handful of coaches, including Dean
Smith (879). Adolph Rupp (876)
and Bob Knight (7M), own more
victories than Driesell's 761.
This season only Duke (29-4)
won more games than Driesell's 284 Panthers, which set him to wondering whether they're playing the
right opponent Thursday in the
Itrst round of the NCAA tournament's West Regional.
"1 thought we should have had
a No. I seed since we had mom
wins than anyone in the country,"
Driesell Bald
Driesell was joking, something
he did a lot of Wednesday alter his
tram's one hour practice session.
Instead ol drawing a No. 16 seed,
Driesell and his Uth-seeded
Panthers will face No. H seed
Wisconsin (18-10), a Pinal lour
team a year ago, in the first of four
games at Boise State University.
As has become his specialty,
Driesell took over a moribund program and in four years has it in the
NCAA tournament. Georgia State,

Spring Sale

located near downtown Atlanta is
State? Panthers guard Kevin Morris
the fourth school Driesell has taken
said he didn't even know the school
to the tournament; only Kddie
had a team while he was playing
Sutton
(Creighton,
Arkansas,
across town at Georgia Tech.
Morris is one of 11 transfer playKentucky and Oklahoma State)
and Inn Harrick (Pepperdine,
ers on the Panthers' roster. Most
UCLA, Rhode Island and (ItOfgla)
came from junior college, but
tan match that feat.
Morns came from Georgia Tech
Despite MS wins in 17 seasons,
and teammate Shenard Long,
I >nc's.-ll wai tired at Maryland in
Georgia State's leading scorer.
1986, in the aftermath of Ailtransferred from Georgetown.
American Len
Some
coaches
bias death from
won't accept trans
a cocaine overfers, but Driesell has
dose. He was let
no qualms about
go
at
|ames
doing so.
Madison in 1997
"I love transfers,"
because he was
he said "All of my
—
Lefty
Driesel
believed to be
. players who have
Georgta Slate head coach Uvn lr.1Itefere were
too old. Most
coaches with his
at*
good students, acaresumed
might
JJ
demic qualifiers. You
have considered Georgia State
have them there the whole year
beneath them, but not Driesell.
when they can't play They can get
"I went there for the money, I
in the weight room, they can work
guess my wife said, 'Get a job,
on their strengths and weaknesses,
boy,'" he said with a big smile.
they can learn your system. They
I h,it's not true. I went there
don't have to jump right in the fire."
Morns was sent Driesell's way
because I didn't feel as though I was
through coaching. I love coaching."
by former Georgia Tech coach
I le also saw some potential at
Bobby Cremins, Driesell's longtime
Georgia State. Based on its location,
friend and coaching rival ( mums
had recruited Morris from New
Driesell saw it becoming an attractive urban program, like DePaul in
York, but when he had trouble getthe late '70s, Georgetown in the '80s
ting playing time for the Yellow
Jackets,
Cremins suggested he try
or Cincinnati in the '90s.
"I think it can be a really good
Georgia State.
job," he said. "I would personal"I was the first one to come
ly rather go to school in downwith him," Morris said. "Coach
town Atlanta than in the woods
Driesell told me he was going to
put the players in place to go to
somewhere."
How obscure was Georgia
the NCAA tournament."

-ii-

... I guess my wife said,
'Gel a job, boy.'

NOW AVAILABLE AT PLAN O

O' BROTHER,

SOUNDTRACK

WHERE ART THOU

Various Artists

Tnn n on fnhomed oucho CD which contains reguloi audio tracks
and multimedia computer fibs
ncludes o 24 tap booklet with kner notes by Robed K Oermonn
Ihose kings of cinematic quirk mess the (oen brothers, foshioned
their film 0 BIOTHEt, WHEtE ART THOU' as a conlempocary
adaption of Homer's Odyssey, (entering around o group ol
American chain gong prisoners The films eorthy Southern setting
mokes it o natural lor a bluegrass oriented soundtrotk, lor which
producer 1 Bone Burnett picked the creom of the country crop
"Didn't leave Nobody Bui the Baby.' lor example, ts o summil
meeting of some of the finest contemporary female country vocal
ists (Gillian Welch, fmmylou Harris, and Alnon Krouss) The old
school isn't forgotten either, as evidenced by a chilling o coppeila
rendering of '0 Death.' courtesy ol Ralph Stanley, ond by the
closing cut. where the Stanley Brothers rssue on elegant plea lo
heaven with 'Angel Bond'

JMU Copy Centers
Main x3263
Cisat

ON SALE $14.99 CD
NEW § US1P

434-99969
790 96 E nAARKET STREET
in Kroger Shopping Centei
IN HARM I SON BUNT, WITH SIMMS ft*
CHAHimifSWHll AND RICHMOND IOCM

SKGUlZINGftHARDC'iND'irjS wFC*'S
& SMAI1LAMIS • PMONf 'MAI C*0f«

UST1N MFOKI YOU 1UYI
"*J9C VWOS • "DS'HS •' SUP'S • BLANK Wf $

VyVU^sSuUp
a t

<§>
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Top Rope Climbing Clinic
Date: March 20
Time 6 pm
Register by: March 20
Covers safe anchor set-up
md belay safety

Climbing School
Dates: March 19 & 21
Time: 5-8 pm
Cost: S8 00 on Flex
Learn the skills ot knot tying
belaying and safely information

L/f?gP

this

week?

First Aid
Date March 21
Time: 5-8 pm
Cost: $25 on Flex
Register by: March 20

%
ft.

Sport Club
Council Meeting
Date: March 21
Time: 6-7:30 pm

%
\

An American Red Cross
Certification

Stroke Clinic
Date: March 20
Time: 8 pm
Register by: March 19
Make a swimming stroke of your
choice more efficient

Nutrition Fair
Date March 21
Time: 4:30-7 pm
Learn how to eat healthy on and
off campus, learn portion sizes
and nutritional facts about the
foods you are eating

CPR-PR
1
Date: March 23
Time: Noon-5 pm
Cost: S25 on Flex
Register by: March 22
An American Red Cross
Certification

I

%
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Seniors exit on high note
SENIORS, from pagt 19

APARTMENTS
FOR RENT
STUDENT HOUSING
SUNCHASE - ONE ONLY! AND ON
THE 3RD FLOOR! Upscale, furnished
4BR, 4Bath apt. perfectly suited for
students. Full size washer/dryer, large
open kitchen with all the modern
appliances needed for the busiest
lifestyle. Huge bathrooms! Bedrooms
have ceiling fans and double beds. Each
bedroom is individually locked and
wired for its own Ethernet and phone.
Clubhouse has an incredible pool, game
room with surround sound television,
DVD player and stereo. Business Center
and Exercise Room open 24 hours.
Hurry, this apartment is available for 4
people only and won't last long!
442-4800 EHO

SUNCHASE - Several bedrooms left in
our luxurious apartments with a large
selection of possible roommates. Pick
the lifestyle you want from the
Roommate Connection at
www.sunchase.net, the Roommate
Search board in the Sunchase Clubhouse
mailroom, open 24 hours, or come bv
the leasing office during office hours,
and look at the Roommate Connection
notebook. Don't miss your chance to live
at Sunchase! 442-4800 EHO

and better as the da) wi nl on "
The le.uns changed events
Junng the second rotation,
which saw (he Dukes conttauie
their Bucceaa on the uneven
ban I Idee Playei and fresh*
man fennifei Robinaon .ill
earned impressive i
9.675. Baacope waa tin- high*
Ughi ol the event though.
recording m a team high 9 73
It appeared that i change ot
momentum swung in the
Dukea' favor beginning with
the balance beam The third
rotation saw abi Dukea recced
Indh nl u.i I scores of 9.8or higher Fitzgerald won the event
and MaUnowsld (9.8), sophomore fanelle DiOrio (9.85) and
senior Ann Mctiint) (98) also
had strong performances
Fittingly, McQnty had the final
performance ol the evening for
IML, .i relived, eas\ going
routine that earned a 9 7.

Senior Katie Vheam was
the lone Puke to imish in the
top three in the vault behind
lunior leaaka Oance and senior Brooke Sawyer of W&M.
In the uneven bars, WfcM
sophomore Amy Van Deuaen
so-red ,i 9.85 leading a Tribe
sweep in the event and set-

U—
They know that on any

given day now we're
right in the hallgame
— Roger Burke
g) mnasiics coach

-»ting a new Godwin Hall
record. JMU returned the
favor in the balance beam,
taking alt three top spots —
all school records. Bldcr'a

performance in the floor exercise was near-perfect, and
Baacope eaaily won the allaround competition, 1.075
points ahead of second-place
Dattoli. Bascope not only set
IH-W ichool and Godwin Hall
records, hut her .VM75 also
broke a state meet record.
The women's gymnastics
team will look to wear the
proverbial Cinderella glass
slipper at the next meet The
ECAC Championships will
take place at 7 p.m., Saturday
at Cornell University in New
York. Burke is optimistic about
the ECAC Championships.
"They know that on any
given day now we're right In
the ballgame," Burke said
about competing against
W&M at the ECACs. "Up until
this meet we really haven't
had the same skills that

— Sports Editor Andrew Tufts
.outributcii to this article.

Dukes fall in state championships
/»/

A/

s. from page 19

a team successful
Miller, who earned
sixth on the horizontal bar,
fell once, but still smiling,
finished his event bv Sticking a solid landing after .i
double
back
dismount
Miller la also the team captain and an Academic AllAmerican.
Junior Luke P.dstrom on
still rings wavered slightly
on his dismount but would
no) allow ins feel to move,
allowing
him
to earn
enough points for a sixth*
place finish.
Woodnick echoed Rej
nolds
in
saying
that
Saturday was the best competition ol the season.

performances."
Emphasizing the team
aapei I ol the apart Burke
said the individual honors

are "a reflection of the
whole team effort."
Qualifying
for
the
NCAAs begins on April 5.

Woodnick said, "We had
our team high yesterday
Our unity is aweS4 -fJW
The entire gymnastic!
team followed their competing members to each
event, rooting them on.
Burke said tin- season
had a "rough start," but the
Dukes
"improved their
team scores and individual

FILE PHOTO
Senior Stephen Reynolds competes on the parallel bars for JMU.

WejCan Fix It!

at**
DULKVftffiKS

BULLPEN
BATTING CAGES • MINIATURE GOLF • GO-CART TRACKS

r

Bring In Coupon ■
7 Days For One FREE
Round Of
I
Week
Batting
Cages
|
433-CAGE I
thoBreeze
I
I

wwvwwvwwwwwvwv.
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SUMMKR EMPLOYMENT:
Wi not to early to Hart looking!
Excellent summer job for students. $10.00 per hour to pack and load boxes of files. May 14
through Jul> 20 Musi be 18 years-old. literate, able-bodied, and able to repeaiedly lift 30 lbs.
MUM have high school diploma or GED. Criminal background check and fingerprinting will
be required. Drug screen is required of those who pass background check To obtain applis.nion material., please contact Lisa Fitzgerald in Human Resources at 434-7075 between
1:00 pm and 4:30 pin or e-mail: Intft sei-tnc.com. An EOE/AA Employer

SEUnc.
220 I inivcrsity Blvd.

Harritcmburg, VA 22801

fun Mar. 20: No Mcrc> ( himplomhlp Wrestling 55 al door
Thuri Mir. 22: The Manhall Tucker Band 5/5 adv
Frl Mar. 23: Pirtaiten Sit) adv

IRHX Concert line
(004)295-8729

Sat Mar. 24: M] Dog l.ucy »/ Mill Fortune & Echo 7 55 adv
lun Mar. 27: Our lady Peace M American Hi Fl $12 adv
Wed Mar. 28: Icon Mllraorc ml Travis Allison 55 al door
I nun Mir, 29: lanlric »/ Brand New Immortal! & Farth to Andy 5* adv

f i ML MOUSING

OPPORTUNITY

(TEC

I ri Mar. 30: Dark Star Orcheilra 5/4adv
MNKttkMlMlUMtll
PUa «. HantiMBWl TMNI 6
Caapn Reombar cfcirar ly
»*•* I-I77-BUSK77

Mon \pr 2: Rustic Otcrtonn 55 adv
Ihun Apr. S: laughing Colon Si al door

r
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CL/^LL LLZ12S
385 W. Water

FOR RENT

I ■ •■

2 I .itn. yard.
S1000

879 9947

i Block fmm camp
2 Bedroom House
campus, good C(X
7/1/01 !'

321 £. Elizabeth
parking, A/C
June

lease

$1000*

3 itd'oom FuNy FumUhee;
hilchen. DW. W/0. */C
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The job of the administration at any university is make decisions that benefit and improve the quality of the institution.
Regardless of the decisions' positives or negatives, there are
always going to be supporters and dissenters. As members of
JMU we are allowed the freedom to hold our own opinions and
react to the decision in whatever constructive way we see fit. As
journalists we are forced to stand back from the issues and
attempt to present both sides in a fair and objective fashion.
That is our goal with this supplement.
Certainly Title IX has been one of the more popular and recognizable phrases around campus this academic year and the
press and attention it has received has been the most in recent
memory. With this supplement we want to give a summary of
the issue to date, including the major groups and decisions surrounding the issue. We included an article that details the history of Title IX and another piece that describes how neighboring universities around Virginia have dealt with Title IX compliance.
The biggest plea from the challenged athletic programs has
been to look at the past success of their individual teams and to
recognize the success they have brought to the university. The
center of the supplement focuses on the histories of the eight athletic teams that were in question when we set our deadline on
Feb. 20. Since then six of those eight teams have been suggested
to remain as JMU varsity sports but would lose scholarship
funding. Seven additional teams were added to the list of possible scholarship funding cuts, but due to time constraints we
were unable to prepare a suitable article for each new team.
Therefore we have prepared a reaction article which specifically
explains why the additional seven teams were added to the
administration's proposal and how the athletes reacted to that
decision.
The conclusion includes an article about reactions from
the athlete's parents and another article which explores the
effect on recruiting and scholarships for the futures of the
athletic programs.
As we have slowly discovered while covering the Title IX
issue, being unbiased is not an easy task. In producing this supplement we have strived to present all sides of the issue. The
administration has taken numerous factors into consideration
with its proposal to the Board of Visitors and the final decision
will be made only after they have looked down every avenue.
The decision makers know they can not please everyone with
the final outcome, whatever it may be.

Thanks for your suppo

Tufts
sports editor

Sports editors Andrew Tufts and Travis Clingenpeel would like to thank the following people for the time and energy they spent on this supplement: copy editors Jennifer Surface
and Kristen Petro for correcting all the stories and pages; photo editors CindyTinker for staying in the office until 3:30 a.m. and Carrie Klinker for finishing the job; Ryan Pudloski
for another Wall of Fame caliber cover; editor Gina Montefusco for all her wrestling expertise; managing editor Ali Manser for having a solid baseline jumper; style editor Julie
Sproesser and focus editor Amanda Capp for reading all of these stories; and last but not least sports media relations' Milla Sue Wisecarver for all her help.
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Athletics struggle with funding woes
Administration, students vie over restructuring to meet Title IX regulations
BY SARAH JONES

senior writer

The sports saga over the fate
of JMU's athletic department
has been garnishing the
headlines of The Breeze since
November.
Over the course of events,
numerous proposals, recommendations, bills and opinions
have changed hands between
athletes, coaches, students,
alumni, the administration and
the Student Government
Association. Open communication has been key for all
parties involved.
The battle over what shape
JMU's athletic department will
be molded into has been going
on since December 1999, when
JMU President Linwood Rose
commissioned a Centennial
Sports Committee to take a look
at how the department could be
improved over the next decade.
While this committee
submitted its recommendation
to the administration in May
2000, their proposals were not
officially released until Nov. 15,
2000.

Facing some
decisions

tough

Two problems surrounded
the need to look at reshaping the
athletic department. One
problem dealt with the finances
required to provide a quality
program for all athletes. The
other problem was coming into
compliance with Title IX.
Athletic Director Jeff Bourne
has reiterated throughout the

process the necessity of "being
able to comply with the law and
adequately fund all aspects" of
the athletic department,
including sports medicine,
equipment and academic
advising for athletes.
Among the key aspects in the
committee's proposal was the
suggestion of eliminating eight
varsity sports teams from the
department. These eight teams
are men's archery, tennis,
swimming, wrestling and
gymnastics and women's
archery, gymnastics and fencing.
The eliminations were part of a
plan to help the department
come in compliance with Title IX
and to create more financial
stability within the entire
program.
Title IX requires the
percentage of female to male
participants to be within 1
percent of the female to male
student body ratio. As of June
2000, the male undergraduates
at JMU made up about 42
percent of the total population
and the female population was
at 58 percent. The problem is the
athletic department is almost
exactly the opposite with male
participants consisting of more
than 58 percent of all student
athletes and females only
representing about 42 percent.
The Office of Civil Rights is in
charge of interpreting and
enforcing Title IX. Over the
summer of 2000 a few members
of JMU's women's club Softball
teams sued through the OCR to
become a varsity sport.

F1LK PHOTO

Jockapella, an a capella group concert, was held on Feb. 13 in Wilson Hall to help raise
money for Save Our Sports (SOS). SOS has been a vocal participant in the restructuring.
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1 don't know if the
student population is
willing to... pay more...
—Andrew Lux
junior tennis team captain

99—

They were able to do this
because JMU was not in
compliance with the first prong
of Title IX. There are three
prongs to Title IX and the
second one states that if the
university is not in compliance
with the first they can avoid suit
if they will allow any team to
become varsity status. This is
why softball will be a varsity
sport beginning next year.
"We were already planning
on adding softball ... this just
sped up the process," Bourne
said.
To help meet the ratio
requirements the committee not
only suggested the elimination
of eight teams but also
suggested to place caps on the
men's teams and minimum
participation levels on women's
teams. Student athletes and
coaches began discussing ways
to save their sports and Bourne
gathered feedback in order to
form his own proposal.

SOS
FILE PHOTO
The board of visitors will vote on the administration's recommendation on Fri., March 23.

During this time Save Our
Sports (SOS) was formed
through the efforts of student

athletes on the teams proposed
for elimination. Their goal was
to raise awareness around
campus about what might
happen to their teams. They
circulated a petition with the
helpofSGA.
With the backing of SGA and
a notable amount of the
student population, SOS has
asked to raise student fees as
an option to help ease some of
the financial struggles the
department is facing.
"I don't know if the student
population is willing to or even
can pay more [but] 1 think
[raising student fees] should be
one of multiple solutions for
raising money," said junior
Andrew Lux, captain of the
men's tennis team and active
member of SOS in the Feb. 19
issue of The Breeze.
SGA President Mark Sullivan
said in the Feb. 19 issue of The
Breeze that while he "believes
that many students support the
idea of raising fees moderately"
it should only be used as a "last
ditch solution" since JMU's
see TEAMS, page 10
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Why do we have to comply?
A look at Title IX including its history, its stipulations and its successes
BY KKLLY GILLESPIE

stuff writer
In 1972, Congress passed the
Educational Amendments. One section
of this law, known as Title IX, prohibits
discrimination against women in federally funded education, including athletics
programs. As a result, women have benefited from more participation opportunities and more equitable facilities.
Women who were younger than 10
when Title IX passed have had much
higher sports participation rates than the
women before them. Fifty-five percent of
the "post-Title IX" generation were
involved in high school sports, compared to only 36 percent of the "pre-Title
IX" generation. More women have since
received athletic scholarships and thus
the opportunity for higher education
that may have not been possible otherwise. Many female Olympic athletes
credit Title IX for giving them the opportunity to attend college through scholarships and to have the chance to play
sports at a collegiate level.
Thanks to Title IX, women are
increasingly participating in sports that
have been traditionally seen as out-ofbounds for women such as lacrosse,
soccer, wrestling, rugby and ice hockey
In one sport that is more and more a
favorite of young women — soccer —
the results of increased participation by
women has led to a World Cup championship in 1991 and '99 as well as an

Olympic gold medal in 19% and a silver in 2000. The United States has established itself as the world's premier soccer program due to all the participation
and success.
The very image of successful
American women can be partially attributed to their many accomplishments in
the sports arena. The inspiring story of
Dot Richardson, the captain of the
American Softball team in 1996, who
immediately left her triumph in Atlanta
to start her medical residency, shows
exactly what has been accomplished on
and off the field as a result of Title IX.
Richardson was 10 years old and
playing catch in an Orlando, Fla. park
when a man noticed her exceptional arm
and asked if she wanted to play on his little league team. Richardson was thrilled.
She went on to become a four-time
All-American in college and was named
NCAA Player of the Decade for the
1980s. She graduated as a physician from
the University of Louisville Medical
School, often ending 20-hour hospital
shifts with workouts and practice so that
she could compete in 1996 in the first
women's Softball competition in the
Olympic games. She was the first
woman to hit a home run in Olympic
Softball history, helping the U.S. team
win the gold medal. Richardson is currently a resident in orthopedic surgery at
the University of Southern California.
Before Title IX was passed, athletic

scholarships for women were very
rare, no matter how outstanding their
talent. After winning two gold medals
in the 1964 Olympic, swimmer
Donnade Varona couldn't get a college
swimming scholarship because they
did not exist for women. In 1973, the
University of Miami (Fla.) awarded the
first athletic scholarships to women, a
total of 15 in golf, swimming, diving
and tennis.
Today, there are women all across the
United States who have devoted much
of their lives to the sports they love and
are successful in.
There are critical values learned from
sports and participation, including teamwork, standards, discipline, leadership,
self-sacrifice and pride in achievement. It
is these traits that are being brought into
the work place as women become professionals at greater numbers, and at higher
levels than ever before. Eighty percent of
female managers of Fortune 500 companies have an athletic background. Also,
statistics have proven that high school
women who participate in team sports
are less likely to drop out of school,
smoke, drink or become pregnant.
The National Women's Law Center
put out a statement last year regarding
all the Title IX issues that have arisen at
high school and college campuses all
over the country.
"A widely spread claim is that gains
made by women under Title IX have

come at the expense of men's minor
sports in particular," the statement read.
Since Title IX was enacted, for every
new dollar spent on women in athletics,
2 new dollars have been spent on men.
Men had a net gain of 12,586 participants at NCAA institutions over the last
five years (1994-99). Moreover, men's
minor sports suffer from the fact that
football and basketball eat up the overwhelming share of the men's budget at
many institutions, leaving very little
money for men's minor sports."
Major sports include football and basketball while minor sports are those such
as swimming and diving and tennis.
At George Mason University women
make up 43 percent of GMU athletes but
56 percent of the school's undergraduates. Under the new plan, women will
make up 54 percent of the school's athletes and receive 55 percent of athletics
scholarship aid by the year 2001. The
athletics department plans to accomplish
the expansion by increasing student fees
and redistributing funds within the athletics department budget.
The numbers may be right, but is the
outcome? How will JMU cope with these
potential losses of such successful
teams? When Title IX was passed more
than 25 years ago, there was certainly no
anticipation of what has since developed, but at the same time, there is certainly no sign of the actions and reactions
ceasing anytime soon.

Is JMU left alone to fight the Title IX bug?
BY AARON GRAY

staff writer
JMU had eight Division I athletics programs targeted last June
to be cut due in part to funding
constraints and Title IX complications. Since then the proposal
has changed to eliminate scholarship and funding from the
teams instead, and seven
other teams have been
added to the list of
teams that would lose
funding.
Under Title IX, the proportion of male to female athletes
at a college or university must be
within 1 percentage point of students at the school.
"I believe Title IX is a good
thing," said Sue Collins, George
Mason University's senior associate administrator for athletics. "It
provides equal opportunities for
men and women. Of course cost
is a factor, but it's up to the university to accommodate the best

interests of the students."
GMU was last reviewed
under the quota in 1996.
The administration, with
the approval of GMU's
Board of Visitors and the university president, added three
new sports: women's rowing
and men's and women's swimming to meet regulations.
GMU has a student
population that is 55 percent women. The university offers 22 sports with 11
for each gender.
JMU's student body is 58 percent women. JMU currently has
27 intercollegiate athletics teams,
14 for women and 13 for men.
The University of Virginia
has not been affected recently by
Title IX.
"Ten years ago, many
women's sports were falling
behind in the aspects of facilities,
coaching and participation," said
Craig Littlepage, associate athlet-

ic director for UVa.
is necessary to comply; it's a
'Today, we comply federal law."
with Title IX like every
ODU currently has a 50/50
school and try to provide student gender population that
the most opportunities for competes in eight sports each.
our student body."
Over the years, there have
UVa. offers 12 sports teams been other notable policy docufor each gender and has a 52
ments, including the "Title
percent female student
IX Investigators Manual"
body.
11Y» issued in 1990 and the
"Every program in the
"Clarification
of
nation has been affected,"
Intercollegiate Athletics
Littlepage said. "I can't imagPolicy Guidance: The
ine there is a coach or adminThree-Part Test," also
istrator who doesn't believe in
known as the 1996
it (Title IX), it's the only way to
Clarification. Then there is a
offer equitable opportunities
1998 document refining the polfor all students. Being against Title icy as to what constitutes "subIX is like being against mother- stantial proportionality" in
hood."
regard to athletics scholarships.
In 1993, Old Dominion
"There is some gray area in
University cut its men's cross this criteria," said Greig Denny,
country team and added Radford University's athletic
women's soccer. "That was the director. "It hasn't been well
last time it has been an issue," defined."
said Mickey Bell, senior associRU is probably the only other
ate athletic director at ODU. "It Virginia school besides JMU to

Y

endure the growing pains of Title
IX in recent years. Next year, RU's
administration will cut two programs. Men's lacrosse will be a
club sport and women's swimming will replace women's gymnastics. RU possesses a substantial
60-percent female population that
complements their 11 women's
sports and nine men's teams.
"I strongly agree with the
intent of Title IX, but there is
some disagreement in how you
comply," Denny said.
At the beginning of the year,
Denny and the athletic department surveyed RU's student
body on sports participation.
"Forty percent of the women
and 60 percent of the men said
they were interested in participating in our sports," Denny
said. "That's the opposite of
what we have to include in our
program, so it is not effectively
complying with the interests of
the students."
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Seven championships tell tale of JMU archery
BY JEFF COLSH

contributing writer
Women's archery got its
beginnings even before James
Madison University existed.
What started out as a class to
earn a degree at a women's
teaching college was built over
time into a program known
around the world for its great
success.
Off to humble beginnings in
the 1964-'65 school year, the
program has in the 35 years
since won seven national championships and produced four
individual national champions
and 18 Ail-Americans.

photo courtesy of SPORTS MEDIA

Current archery coach Bob
Ryder ('75)

In the days when JMU was
a state teacher's college, there
was little to no opportunity
for women to play sports in
college at all, let alone in
archery.
Professor Margaret Horn,
who taught archery and volleyball courses, became the
school's first archery coach.
There were no scholarships
available to any women's
sport during archery's inception. The archery team today
still does not receive scholarships.
As coach from 1964-'93
Horn took a fledgling program and turned it into a
national power, with its first
team national championship
coming in the women's
recurve bow in 1982. The
team's record that year was
an astonishing 39-0.
Then in 1990, the team not
only won another outdoor
championship but claimed
its
first
U.S.
Indoor
Championship as well.
"It's not just about wins
and losses, it's the whole
package,"
Ryder
said.
"People are proud to have
JMU show up. Nobody's giving [the archers] anything for
it, they do it for desire and

the love of the school."
Despite the absence of
scholarships the program has
produced many great archers.
"I get the greatest thrill
that we are able to mix people
with no experience with people who are national
champs," Ryder said. "It's a
passion. When they hired me
I said I would've done this for
nothing."
Ryder took over coaching in
1993 after Horn retired and since
then the team has only continued to get better and better.
In 1997, JMU won the outdoor national championship in
recurve bow, capping off
another perfect season. In
2000, JMU finished national
outdoor runner-up for the
ninth time since 1981.
The compound bow team
has been equally as successful. Since its start in 1995, the
team has won three national
championships (1995, 1998,
1999) and finished runner-up
twice (1996, 1997). In addition, four archers have
earned All-American status
in compound.
The archers find competition all over the country. Major
tournaments are in New Jersey,
New York and Pennsylvania.

The best competition can be
found against Michigan State,
Texas A&M and the University
of Texas.
"I think we're recognized
not only in the community but
the entire U.S. have come here
and seen JMU," Ryder said.
For more than 20 years,
JMU has hosted one of the
legs of the U.S. Indoor
Championships,
where
approximately 450 shooters
from the East Coast participate. Just recently, JMU held
the World Indoor Team Trials,
consisting of the top professional and amateur archers.
Ryder also said that around
the world, including at the
Olympics, the reputation of
JMU is so strong that it is mentioned among the top three
universities for archery.
Many great archers have
helped build the world
renowned reputation at JMU.
There have been 18 AllAmericans, 11 of the them
multiple Ail-Americans and
four individual national
champions.
Jo Malahy ('97) was one
such national champ, winning in 1997. Malahy was an
All-American in 1995, 1996,
and 1997 but she almost

never fired a bow. She first
started attending archery practices to support a friend on the
team, but Ryder convinced her
to try out.
Malahy started out her first
year as a support player but
blossomed as she improved.
Even after her national championship, she wasn't finished.
She went on to be a resident athlete at the U.S. Olympic
Training Center in San Diego,
training for the 2000 Olympics
in Sydney, Australia.

pholo courtesy (/SPORTS MEDIA

Margaret Horn started JMU's
archery program in 1964-65.

Ryder brings JMU first individual national title
BY PATRICE SEKO

contributing writer
Out of the 12 varsity men's sports at
JMU, which team has been the only one in
history to win a national championship?
If you guessed men's archery, you're
right on target.
However, the road to this success has
taken 27 years of hard work and determination to pave.
The archery program itself wasn't
established at JMU until 1964. Primarily
only women participated until interest
finally peaked among some male athletes
in 1969. The men competed on a collegiate level during the following years,
but could not field a full team at the tournament until 1973.
That year Margaret Horn stabilized the
sport when she officially took on the role
of head coach, a position she held for the
following 19 years. The team gained
national recognition in 1973 following its
successful performance.
Archer Bob Ryder (75) initiated the
success by becoming the first JMU athlete
to win an individual national champi-

onship when he captured the men's title
at,
the
U.S.
Intercollegiate
Championships. A 1973 All-American,
he has taken part in five U.S. Olympic
Trials and placed sixth in the 1972 Trials.
He was also the men's National
Collegiate
Archery
Coaches Association
national champion in

influenced him to return but this time as
assistant coach.
"There was an archery class I took at the
time I was in school," Puckett said. "I
enjoyed the sport so much that I asked
Margaret Horn if I could join the team and
absolutely fell in love
with the sport. Ever since
then, I've donated my
19
time to this team. It's all
This experience led to
•*
volunteer."ss
Together the two JMU
Ryder coaching JMU running down people's
archery after Horn's r
. .
alumni led the team to
retirement in 1992. fOCBS Ot WIS tOUmameilt. winning the title of the
Ryder noted that during
overall National Team
-Bob Ryder Champion in 1995. They
his years as both a JMU
archery coach gained runner-up status
archer and a coach, he
for the same award in
has witnessed nothing
-99- 1996-2000. Last season,
but dedication and love
for both the sport and
the men's recurve team
JMU from the archers.
finished second at nationals. In addition,
"For years, they have come in here and the men's compound team notched the
worked every night to try to represent first place title of national champions for
this school in competition," Ryder said.
the 1999-2000 season.
Ryder is currently assisted by Andy
This was the achievement that entitled
Puckett, who shot for the Dukes from the shooting Dukes to become the first
1989-'93. Puckett's experience on the team men's team in any sport to win a nation-

i
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■_■• There were a lot of tears

al championship.
"There were a lot of tears running down
peoples' faces at this tournament," Ryder
said. "We were really proud."
The men's team at JMU actually consists
of two different groups of competitors: the
compound archers and the recurve
archers.
Currently, JMU houses two of the top
compound shooters in the college division.
Sophomore Caleb Heller is the current
National Collegiate Champion in the
compound division. Freshman Adam
Wheatcroft made the U.S. Junior World
Championship Team in '98 and '00 and
won the Junior World Championships
twice while at Our Lady of the Lakes
High School.
The history of men's archery at JMU
has been competitively successful, but
also rewarding in more ways than one.
"The beauty of this whole experience
at JMU is the diversity of all the people
that come together with different interests," Ryder said. "Throughout the year,
they bring glory not only to themselves
as individuals, but to the school itself."
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Individual success provides
25 years of gym consistency
BY KHALIL GARRIOT

staff writer
History is not on the side of the men's
gymnastics program.
When examining the history of the
men's gymnastics program, one could
make the claim that the program has
not experienced much success over the
years. With some deeper investigation,
however, the success of the program is
revealed. Despite what the record may
show, Burke focuses on the individual
performances of his gymnasts, so a subpar record does not tell the whole story.
It has been the program's trademark to
produce quality individual performances, even if the team's overall records
aren't consistently above .500.
Under eighth year coach Roger
Burke, the Dukes have broken 25 team
records and have sent qualifiers to the

photo courtesy o/SPORTS MEDIA RELATIONS
Roger Burke has coached the men's
and women's teams since 1993 '94.

NCAA regional championships six out
of the last seven years. In addition, Burke
was awarded the NCAA East Region
Coach of the Year in 1994, when the
men's team won the North Atlantic
Gymnastics League (NAGL) Title.
The Board of Visitors will convene on
Friday, March 23 to decide the fate of the
teams in jeopardy of being eliminated
from the school's 28-team athletic program. The timing of the meeting could
certainly be better for the team, as the
Eastern College Athletic Conference
Championships will take place the day
after the board's final decision, Saturday,
March 24 and Sunday, March 25 in
Williamsburg.
"It is unfair to have that [meeting]
right before competing," freshman B.J
Benedicto said. "It'd be distracting to the
athletes knowing that they have a championship meet the next day."
Consistency has been a staple of the
JMU men's gymnastics program ever
since the program's inception in the
1974-75 season. The team has placed
second in the state the past seven years,
and despite not having many prolific
records, it is highly competitive each season.
"Despite not winning many of the
meets in which we compete, we've
always been improving, doing a lot better and getting closer to achieving our
team point goals," Benedicto said.
The 1999-2000 campaign was certainly no different. Last season, junior Nick
Blanton was honored as the men's
ECAC Athlete of the Year, and six members of last year's squad were recipients
of the Academic All-American award.
The women's gymnastics team is also
on the list of teams whose future could
be in doubt after the board's meeting.

"I think that if you
talk to any of the
coaches who coach a
sport that has an
opposite sex counterpart, you'll find that
one feeds off of the
other, enhancing the
entire
program,"
Burke said. Burke is
also the coach of the
FILE PHOTO
women's gymnastics
Freshman
Jason
Woodnick
was
recently
named
ECAC
team at JMU.
Burke
is the Rookie of the Week for March 12 after the Springfield meet.
Dukes' fifth coach, taking the helm in
will certainly be devastating," Burke
1993. Hayes Kruger coached the squad
said, citing several current gymnasts that
from 1976 to 78, Stewart Smith was
could be forced to leave JMU if the team
coach during the 1979-'80 season, Rob
loses its funding.
Greiner led the 1981 squad and 10-year
According to Burke, there is a slim-tocoach Scott Gauthier was Burke's predenone likelihood that Blanton (who was
cessor. The program's best year was 1995unavailable for comment) will transfer at
'96, when the team finished with a 4-1
this point in time. Burke said he isn't sure
record. Its record was good enough for
if freshman Craig Brown will transfer to
second in both the state and NAGL and
another institution and freshman Justin
fifth in the ECAC. That year, individual
Martin could potentially transfer to
gymnasts also advanced to the NCAA
Springfield College
or Temple
East Regional as well as the NCAA
University, both of which offer men's
National tournament.
gymnastics at the varsity level.
However, in seven years, Burke is 14Freshman Jason Woodnick, one of the
28 as head coach. The program's total
team's top performers, is also one of the
record in 23 seasons is just 46-125 in 171
athletes who could take his skills elsetotal meets, which equates to a 27-perwhere. Burke said that he has been concent winning percentage. However,
tacted by Penn State University, who
Burke and assistant coach Mary
won the NCAA team championships
Catherine Gunter have reason to be optilast year.
mistic for the future, unless the program
"That is a very strong possibility for
does not receive any funding. Of the 11
him right now, but JMU is a good match
gymnasts currently on the team, four are
for him and he's very happy here,"
freshman with relatively untapped
Burke said of Woodnick. "He has some
potential,
according
to
Burke.
options available to him if the program
Eliminating the program could prompt
does get dropped, however."
these freshmen and other underclassAlthough the numbers may not be a
men to transfer out of JMU, Burke said.
good indicator of future success, academ"I think that the losses to the team
ic achievement and fan support are good

Women building from a roaring 4-0 start in '74
Whether it's coach Hayes Kruger or Roger Burke, women gymnasts improve each year
BY DREW WILSON

staff writer
Since the beginning in 1974,
women's gymnastics at JMU has
grown from a small team to a
continuously successful and consistent program.
In 1974-75, its first season as a
keam sport at JMU, women's
gymnastics went a perfect 4-0
under head coach Hayes Kruger.
From 1974 to 1982, the gymnastics team was affiliated with the
Association for Intercollegiate
Athletics for Women.
The team followed up its first

season by finishing 4-1 in 197576, claiming second place in the
Virginia
Association
for
Intercollegiate Athletics for
Women while finishing fourth in
AIAW Region U. The Dukes, finishing their third season 6-3, finished as first place winners of the
VAIAW and fifth place in the
AIAW Region 11.
In 1982-'83, the team became
affiliated with the National
Collegiate Athletic Association.
That season, the team went 1-9
and finished third in the VAIAW.
During its second season as a

member of the NCAA, JMU
returned with a winning record
at 54, placing first in the state
competition,
Kruger ended his tenure at
JMU on a sour note, as his team
finished the 1985-'86 season at 29 and placing fourth in the state.
Scott Gauthier took over in
1986, leading his team to a 6-11
record and a third place finish in
the state.
The 1988-89 squad gave the
Dukes its first winning season in
five years, ending at 7-5 and once

again placing second in the state.
Current coach Roger Burke
took over at the start of the 1993'94 season. Burke had been with
the team since the 1989 season as
an assistant coach. In his first
season as head coach, JMU posted a 64 record, placing second in
the state and seventh in the
Eastern
College
Athletic
Conference.
Since his initial campaign,
Burke guided the team to a 12-23
record over the next she years.
Last season, the team went 1-5,
but placed first in the state and

finished first in the ECAC.
"I think there are two years in
the history of our program that
really stand out," Burke said.
"The best year we have ever had
was last year ('99-'00). We set!
numerous school records. We
increased our team score record
by six. We also had four individuals go to regionals; normally we
have one.
"The other year that really
stands out in my mind was back
in 1997, where we finished third
see GYMNASTICS, yog* 09
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No strangers to state titles
BY MATT BROWNLEE

staff writer

Robin Hood would not have stood a
chance. Zorro would have been sliced
and diced. The Three Musketeers would
have surrendered their swords. Even
Maximus himself would have had trouble fighting off this group of masked vixens. So who are these fearsome females
that continue to slay anyone that has
dared to stand in their way? They are
members of the women's fencing team,
and since 1974 they've been one of JMU's
— and the entire state of Virginia's —
most elite teams.
As the sun attempts to set on the 28th
year of the fencing program, one can
only sit back and marvel at what this
team has accomplished. Steady improvement has been the theme throughout the
years, as the girls have literally fought
for everything they've won.
Flashback to 1974: Gerald Ford was
in the White House, the Dolphins were
Super Bowl champions and the JMU
fencing team was enjoying its first year
of varsity competition. Under the direction of coach Jean Dalton, the ladies celebrated their inception by going 8-4 on
the year, with an impressive third place
finish at the state competition. This first
year was merely a stepping-stone,
though, as the Dukes would go 9-3 the
next year, capturing their first ever state

title along the way. The next two years
brought two more overall state championships to Harrisonburg and it
appeared that the Dukes were well on
their way to glory.
Things weren't perfect, though, and
like disco, the Dukes exited the 70s
with significantly less noise than they
had arrived. Despite a 47-percent winning percentage
after its first six
years in existence,
the impact had
been made.
Dalton stayed
on as coach until
1986, when she
enjoyed her final,
and most successful year. After an
eight-year championship drought,
the Dukes fenced

golden age of fencing at JMU.
From 1988 until 1994, the Dukes
won the overall state championship
every single year and finished as high
as sixth in the South Regional competition. The women won 83 matches during that span and never knew a losing
season. They had finished the 80s with
a .540 winning percentage and were
well on their way
to topping that
mark as the
countdown to the
21st
century
began.
They
would have to do
it without their
coach, though,
and the fate of the
fencing program
hung in the balance with Lung's
departure
in
1994.
their way to a 16-4 ~
RLE PHOTO
If there's anyrecord, climaxing Junior Erin Tulley (right) fights in the epee
with another state class during competition at JMU on Feb. 3. thing more difficult than starting
championship.
a
legacy,
it
would
have
to be continuing
Dalton stepped down after that year
it. Since arriving on campus in 1995,
and turned her sword over to new coach,
coach Paul Campbell has led the girls to
Deborah Lung. Lung wasted little time
four more overall state titles, including
making her presence felt in the fencing
one in each of the last three seasons. To
community, and after a mediocre rookie
complement the overall success,
year, Lung kicked it into high gear for
Campbell's girls have won five consecuwhat would be the beginning of the

tive foil championships and five epee
crowns as well.
"Fencing has been called physical
chess," Campbell said. "You have to have
athleticism, balance and a curious mind."
Whatever his strategy may be,
Campbell's success has continued the
dynasty.
"It's a really nice school," freshman
foil fencer Jenny Redmore said of JMU.
"But I'd never heard of JMU until I
found out about the fencing."
Fencing is a sport dominated by the
northern schools, as evident by the dominance of teams such as Penn State and
Princeton. However, coach Campbell,
along with rising star Redmore and AilAmerican junior Allison Schwartz hope
to bring some recognition to the south.
"Not every state has fencing,"
Schwartz said. "It's an elite sport that's
mostly up north. If you take away our
program, you basically wipe out fencing
in the whole state."
Campbell said, "Fencing gives people
a chance to participate in a sport that is
not well represented in the U.S.
Historically, JMU has supported sports
like that. It really opens the university up
to more people, and they would lose part
of its history (by cutting the sport)."
Indeed, after 15 state championships
in 27 years, the fencing program has created a lot of history.

Men's swimming: beyond the 2001
CAA Championship
Coaching History
Tenure

Record

Charles Arnold

1973-92

164-71

Sid Cassidy

1992-93

8-2

Brooks Teal

1993-00

41 -26-1

Ryan Frost

2000-

5-5

Ail-Time Record: 224-104-1

Team Highlights
• Nine CAA championships: '91-'92, '92'93, '93-'94, '94-'95,
'95-'96, '96-'97, '98'99, '99-'00, '00-'01
• Four ECAC championships: '92-'93, '93'94, '94-'95, '96-'97
• Three state first
place finishes: '82'83, '83-'84, '84-'85

Individual Notes
• Ryan Frost
- 1997 CAA Athlete of the
Year as a senior for JMU
- CAA's Men's Swimmer of
the Year
- Four-time CAA champion
in the 100-breaststroke and
two-time 200-breaststroke
champion
- 25th in the 100-and 27th in
the 200-breaststroke events
during the 1996-97 NCAA
National Championship meet
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'Peanut' leads Dukes on and off the mats
JMU wrestling carried to CAA dominance on shoulders of former Duke Jeff 'Peanut' Bowyer
BY KELLY GILLESPIE

staff writer
Since its inception in 1972,
JMU's wrestling program has
proved to be successful on and
off the mats.
Though the Dukes have been
competing intercollegiately since
the early '70s, it wasn't until the
199K92 season that the Colonial
Athletic Association (formed in
1985)
began
sponsoring
wrestling The Dukes have
remained a force to reckon with
in the CAA, dominating the past
two seasons placing first at the
conference championships. In
the state, JMU has placed in the
top seven since 1978, and in the
top three 11 times. With 12
NCAA first place finishes in the
NCAA
Eastern
Regional
Championships and 12 finishes
in the top seven in the last 23
years, the grappling Dukes have
made their mark outside the

CAA as well.
" I feel very good about all that
we have accomplished in our
years as a program," coach Jeff
"Peanut" Bowyer said.

-u
Ifeel very good about all
that we have
accomplished...
— Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer
wrestling coach

Perhaps one of the most
remarkable facts about the program is the success it has shown
academically. Each year since joining the CAA, JMU has had at least
three and as many as nine CAA
Scholar Athletes each season. The

National Wrestling Coaches
Association also selects National
Academic Teams each year, and
the Dukes have been members
every year since the 1993-'94
season. From that season until
the 1998-'99 season, JMU placed
in the top five, being the only
team to do so consecutively during that time period. JMU beat
out schools like Princeton
University, Stanford University
and Brigham Young University.
Throughout its history,
many great wrestlers have
taken to the mats in Godwin
Hall. Amateur Wrestling News
has named 12 Dukes to the
Freshman All-America team in
the last 23 years, including
record-holding Dan Corbin
(1979-'80 season), current
coach Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer
(1983-'84), Brian Kurlander
see JMU, page 09

FILE PHOTO
Senior Nathan Rickman finished the season with a 13-9-0 record.

Men's Tennis: Still charging
the net after 34 years
Coaching History
Tenure

Record

Team Highlights

Individual Notes

• Highest finish in
state: second, 198485

• Andrew Lux
— consolation champion at
Citizen's Bank Collegiate Clay
Court Championships
— quarterfinalist at East
Coast Collegiate Championships (flight A), 1999-2000

John Rader

1967-70
1971-75

52-38-1

•Bob
Vanderwarker

1970-71

5-3

• Highest finish in
conference: 1988-89
CAA Champions

JackArbogast

1975-88

172-120

Rich Cot

1988-90

29-9

Steve Secord

1992

• 1999-2000 team
ranked 15th (tied) in
region ift. fi^ai p^ ■
rankings

84-93
• Most wins in a
season: 23 ('82-'83)

Ail-Time Record: 331-252-1
:

• Luis Rosado
— first team All-CAA '99-'00
— Advanced to main draw
after 3 wins in ITA qualifying
'Coach Steve Secord f'QI)
—JMU team captain and
MVPasaplayer('87-'91)
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luccess building for JMU
SUCCESS, from page 06
(the number five seed going in ...
nen our assistant coach (Mary
Zatherine Gunter) was in a serijus car accident. At the ECAC
championship, they put it all
[together and finished third. It
/as absolutely one of the most
noving experiences of my life."
Sophomore Lauren Shear
lid, "Last year was probably
Dne of the most successful years
lin the history of the program. As
[great as it is to know that the
11999-2000 season will go down
lin the record books, it just moti|vates us to improve even more."
During the 2000 season, senior
I Elizabeth
Hernandez
was
[named ECAC Athlete of the
[Year, while sophomore Carri
Elder won ECAC Rookie of the
I Year honors. Senior Rachel
Malinowski earned the ECAC
Scholar Athlete Award with a
3.782 grade-point average. Burke
was named ECAC Coach of the
I Year as well.
'Historically, the program has
I grown each year," Burke said.
"Each year the new team members have elevated the program a
little bit going back to 1995. That
class was the first year that we
got athletes that were a little bit
more talented than the ones we
had been getting in the past.
Ever since, every freshman class

has been a little bit better than the
one before."
"The teams' scores had been
improving drastically over the
past decade," senior Catherine
Ahearn said. "I wanted to be a
part of something that was obviously on the rise."

«-

I wanted to be a part of
something that was
obviously on the rise.
— Catherine Ahern
senior gymnast

>r
From 1993 to 1998, the team
sent at least one individual to the
NCAA championships each year.
Throughout JMU's women's
gymnastics history, 10 individuals have reached the 1,000 point
mark. Two of those individuals,
Ashleigh Suarez and Ally Betar,
are seniors this year. Malinowski
is within 100 points of reaching
that plateau as well.
The JMU record for highest
team score came in the 1999-2000
season at William & Mary with a
score of 192750.
"Our team broke the team
record multiple times last year,"

junior Amy Keister said. "It was
the greatest feeling when we
broke our record score by a wide
margin."
During the 1993-'94 season,
Julie Cardinali ('95) set the school
record on the vault with a score
of 9.850. Two seasons ago, Mara
Clamage ('99) set the uneven
bars record, also with a score of
9.850. During the 1996-'97 season, Suarez broke the JMU record
on the balance beam with a 9.850.
Last spring, Elder set the record
for floor exercise with a 9.900. In
1996, Kathy Aiken ('97) broke the
mark for all-around score with a
score of 38.550.
"I actually knew very little
about the history of the program," Shear said. "I did not
know that they were conference
champions two years before I got
here, I did not even know what
their record was."
Burke said, "When you look at
the history cf a program, it is really easy to focus on athletes that
are here now or that were here in
the last decade. We are successful
this year because of last year, and
the year before that, and the year
before that and that can carry all
the way back to 1974 when
Kruger had the first group of
ladies. That is where it started
and I try to do what I can to continue the tradition of improving
from year to year."

FILE PHOTO
Freshman Nicole Bascope finished third in the all-around exercise against Maryland on March 9.

FILE PHOTO
Sophomore Josh Fultz finished the season with a 20-18 record.

JMU wrestles smart
Academic success marks program s past
twice was honored by the
National Wrestling Coaches
Association for his academic
(1984-'85) and most recently
Elliot Williams during the
achievements. Since 1993,
1996-'97 season. Kurlander
the National Wrestling
was also named to the AllAssociation has named 14
America Team in the 1986Dukes to its Academic AllAmerica team, proving
'87 season, as was Mike
Coyle for the 1999-'00 seaagain the program's diversison. They are the only two
ty of success.
In 1998-'99 Bowyer was
JMU wrestlers to do so in
the 28-year history of the
Coach of the Year in both
program.
the CAA and
among
Bowyer,
Kurlander, -tt
Division
I
Corbin and ... The alumni stay close wrestling
Coyle have
coaches in
all also been
Virginia. The
and support each
named JMU
Dukes capseason.
Outstanding
tured their
first
CAA
Wrestlers by
-Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer title
the wrestling
that
wrestling coach year, as well
program for
as placing
their careers
first in the
as
Dukes.
Bowyer, who
state for the
first time since the 1985-'86
also holds the JMU records
for career wins (125,1983-'87)
season when Bowyer was a
and career-high single-season
wrestler. They defended
wins (43, 1983-'87), has been
that title with the most
powerful team performance
the coach of the Dukes since
1988. Having been involved
in the history of the CAA in
in the JMU wrestling prothe 1999'00 CAA tournagram as both a wrestler and a
ment. Bowyer led the
coach, Bowyer has devoted
Dukes matside as they
racked up a tournament
nearly 20 years of his life to
record 108 points.
the success of his teams, lead"This university has been
ing the Dukes to C'AA championships the past two seaa part of my life for half my
life and I am proud of all
sons.
Alongside Bowyer is forthat the wrestlers have
mer Duke assistant coach
done," Bowyer said. "Even
the alumni stay close and
Doug Detrick, who also
support each season, and
made his mark during his
that means a lot. Hopefully
career at JMU (1992-'97).
nothing will happen to
Detrick was a five-time
CAA Scholar Athlete and
make any of that change."

JMU, from page 08
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Reality check: seven teams added to list
The new no-scholarship proposal has coaches and players alike confused and concerned
BY DAN BOWMAN

Staff writer
Under the administration's
proposal on Feb. 22 to the
Athletic Committee of the Board
of Visitors, 12 of 15 teams considered category two teams will

FILE PHOTO

Seniors Sherri Puppo (above)
and Lauren Dalton make up
one of the best doubles teams
in the nation.

lose scholarship funding, recruiting money, and in some cases
both. Pending a decision to be
made at the Board of Visitors
meeting on March 23, the plan
would reshift funding among 11
of the 13 category one teams.
According to the administration's plan, $60,200 from operating budgets and $641,000 in
scholarship money would be
reallocated from 12 of the 15 proposed category two sports. More
than half of that money would
be divided between 11 of the 13
category one teams, while the
rest of the funding would go
toward improving the athletic
department's academic support
and sports medicine programs.
Most of the teams receiving
this money would get between
$3,300 and $6,600 each, women's
basketball being the exception
with an increase of $16,649. Two
of what are considered the
biggest sports though, men's basketball and football, would
receive no increase in funding.
According to a press release
from JMU Sports Media
Relations,
JMU
President
Linwood Rose and Athletic

Director Jeff Bourne stated that
the administration's recommendation aims to maintain a "comprehensive and competitive"
athletic program.
Of the 12 teams that may lose
funding, seven were not on the
original agenda to be cut at all.
Both the men's and women's
golf teams, men's track and cross
country, women's swimming
and women's tennis have all
been added to the list of sports
that may lose funding.
Women's swimming coach
Gwynn Evans was displeased at
the manner in which she found
out about her team's fate.
"Saturday afternoon 1 found
out by reading the Daily NewsRecord," Evans said. "It's just
very hard to handle and it shows
total disrespect for me and all the
athletes from the athletic department. The decision totally came
out of left field."
Bourne said he felt that
despite the cuts, every sport
would still be given equal opportunity to compete.
"Scholarship levels will differ from sport to sport, but all
student athletes at JMU will be

treated the same,"
Bourne stated in a
statement
released on Feb.
22. "All student
athletes will have
the full support of
the university so
they can have
positive experiences while representing JMU on
the intercollegiate
level," he said.
Sophomore
sprinter
Eric
Braxton said he
RLE PHOTO
felt that the differFreshman Mark Depew dives off the blocks.
ent categories the
teams are being Depew swims freestyle for the Dukes.
divided into is a ludicrous feels like betrayal."
labeling," and that all the sports
Freshman
golfer
Jay
compete at an equal level.
Woodson didn't believe the deci"From the team's point of sion was true the first time he
view, it feels as if the university heard it from his coach.
is looking down upon all of us,"
"At first I thought it was just
Braxton said. "Most of the a joke," Woodson said. "We
teams that were put into catego- were all in shock after the
ry two compete at an equally announcement. We thought that
competitive, if not a higher level the university knew how
than the category one teams. It important golf was, and how
just seems like the university is much it has grown in the past
trying to cover their tracks. It few years."

Teams hold collective breath for BOV decision
TEAMS, from page 03
student fees are already the second highest in the state.
Alumni also formed their own
groups to fight the recommendation.
Save Our Sports Alumni (SOSA) was
formed in Northern Virginia, in an effort
to get former athletes to protest the cuts.
"We are very disturbed at the possibility of teams being cut," said John
Licata ('82), a former wrestling coach and
graduate student at JMU and one of the
founders of SOSA in the Dec. 4 issue of
The Breeze. "We went to JMU and
enjoyed our experiences and want to see
future generations sharing in that same
experience."

Looking for the answer
Through all the letters being sent to
the athletic department and the Board of
Visitors in reaction to the controversy, the
administration used the committee's
suggestions to form a recommendation
of its own. The recommendation was
announced by Bourne at a press conference on Feb. 22.
"We have come up with a recommen-

dation that we think realmoney, category one, and
ly addresses our defining
those teams that don't,
characteristic of being
category two. The proposed category one teams
comprehensive and competitive," Bourne said
are men's baseball, basketball, football and socupon the release of his
report according to the
cer, and the women's basketball, field hockey,
Feb. 26 issue of The
Breeze.
lacrosse, soccer, softball,
The new recommenindoor and outdoor
dation replaced the
track, cross country and
volleyball. These teams
Centennial
Sports
Committee's report, and
would receive the maxicontained significant
mum amount of full
changes. It throws out
scholarships allowed by
the possibility of elimiNCAA regulations.
Wrestling Coach Jeff
nating any varsity
teams, but divided the
FILE PHOTO "Peanut" Bowyer termed
teams into a two-tiered Athletic Director Jeff Bourne
this category system as
system.
announced the administration's "the haves and have
"This is the only rec- recommendation on Feb. 22.
nots," according to the
ommendation on the
Feb. 26 issue of The Breeze.
table at this time," Bourne said, indiHe said that those teams not receiving
cating that the board will not be conscholarship money "would not be comsidering the previous committee's
petitive." This prediction was supported by all the other coaches and athletes
report.
of the category two teams.
Bourne and Rose have proposed
that the department be divided into
Bourne said he came up with this
solution for keeping all 28 teams but
those teams that receive scholarship

only funding 13 of them because of
the strong response he received that
student athletes wanted the chance to
participate.
After hearing this, some athletes
tried to clarify what they meant by
being able to participate. Senior gymnast Stephen Reynolds said in the
March 1 issue of The Breeze, "I came to
JMU wishing to continue my gymnastics in a competitive form, not a place
where I would strictly have a place to
participate, but a place where I can participate competitively."
On Feb. 28, the board's Athletic
Committee met to hear the administrations recommendations and opinions on
the new proposal. They listened to 32
representatives of teams both on the category one and category two list, and to
statements from Bourne and Rose.
At the conclusion of the almost threehour-long meeting athletic committee
chair, Pablo Cuevas said, according to
the March 1 issue of The Breeze, "This
board has made no decisions whatsoever as to final decision of what we are
going to do." That decision will not come
until the March 23 board meeting."
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Parents question
scholarship cuts
BY KELLY SCOTT

staff writer

judged.
Michael Schwartz, father
of junior fencer and team captain Allison Schwartz, commented on the importance of
sports for an individual's
ambition. He said that
employees in the work force
who participated in sports as
young adults know how to
"play by the rules, get ahead
and win."
"Student athletics is an
integral part of university
education ... and competition later in life," he continued.
Craig Conlin, father of
junior fencer Elizabeth
Conlin said, "I think it's
important that the smaller
teams have a chance."
Mrs.
Schwartz

Besides the students, alumni and press, the proposed cut
of scholarships to 12 varsity
sports teams has outraged the
parents who have supported
the academic and athletic
endeavors of their sons and
daughters for years.
'"Very
disappointed'
would be a mild way of putting it," Charlotte Fultz, mother of red-shirt-sophomore
wrestler Josh Fultz said.
One of the wrestling team
goals according to coach Jeff
"Peanut" Bowyer is to rank as
one of the top five teams
nationally in academics, a
position they've held in the
past six years. This past season,
the
team members aversaid,
"By
makin the
aged a 3.2
anyone ever announce&
G P A , I don't think
, , ,,
according to
wanted to kill men s ments that
the National
they have
sports with Title IX... [which proWrestling
Coaches
posed cut— Michael Schwartz ting eight
Association
father of junior fencer Allison teams],
standards.
Schwartz they've
Mrs. Fultz
also men)>— already
Honed that a
killed some
student can wrestle now but of the sports ... because of
recruiting."
will need a job after college.
Based on her personal
"JMU needs these sports
to draw people in from all research, Mrs. Auerbach
over ... [the school] and the pointed out that the cut
students are so well-round- would increase openings for
men's football from 24 pered," Mrs. Fultz said.
The diversity of the sports cent to 41 percent.
"We don't need another
program also enticed Irv and
Jan Auerbach, parents of Virginia Tech ... there are so
sophomore archer Karen many roads to success besides
Auerbach. Mrs. Auerbach a powerhouse football team,"
said the cuts ruin the charac- Mr. Auerbach said.
Mr. Schwartz also did his
ter of JMU's diversity.
After writing a letter to the own research since the same
Board of Visitors in regard to report left him unsatisfied.
He said the report played
the
Centennial
Sports
Committee report released with numbers proposing
online last summer, three of changes for cross country,
the 12 members wrote back indoor track, and outdoor
and referred Auerbach to the track counting the number
changes three different times,
report again.
Mrs. Auerbach said the yet many of the same athletes
report left her with many participate on two or three of
the teams since track continquestions.
"As an analysis, it is very ues year round.
"I don't think anyone ever
deficient," she said.
For instance, she said the wanted to kill men's sports
report didn't mention other with Title IX ... [but instead]
options besides cutting the increase the opportunity of
teams and did not state stan- women to match men," Mr.
dards by which criteria were Schwartz said.

-a
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Junior wrestlers Seth Cameron (left), Jonathan Huesdash (middle) and Eric Leonard (right) all chose
to red-shirt this season and not compete in order to save the year of eligibility.

Red-shirting takes its toll
BY TRAVIS CLINGENPEEL

not recruiting new wrestlers for
next year, it was keeping the ones
Maintaining a collegiate athlet- he currently has.
ic program is a delicate balancing
"Other universities are trying
act when it comes to recruiting. If to recruit kids off our team,"
too many students are in one aca- Bowyer said.
demic class, the balance will be
Five undergraduate wrestlers
thrown off and a veteran team will have expressed to Bowyer an
be graduated into its infancy the interest in possibly transferring
following season.
next year. Bowyer requested
More than a third of this year's that they delay their plans for a
women's gymnastics team are few weeks while the final deciseniors, nine on a roster of 23.
sion is made.
The high percentage of
"It takes a long time to build a
women's gymnasts graduating program," Bowyer said. "It's taken
this spring makes this recruiting us 10 years to get us where we
season critical for the Dukes. The want to be."
controversy surrounding the proposed elimination of the program's funds has made it even
more challenging.
Other universities are
"This whole experience has
really affected our ability to
trying to recruit kids off
recruit," gymnasics coach Roger
Burke said. "The short-term
our team.
effects are greater."
— Jeff "Peanut" Bowyer
The administration made a
wrestling coach
recommendation
to
the
Athletics Committee of the
>*
Board of Visitors to no longer
provide scholarship support to
12 intercollegiate teams. Even
Ten years ago men's tennis
in the event that the board coach Steve Secord was on the
votes against this recommenda- courts as a player for JMU. Today
tion on March 23, teams that he is waiting to find out if he will
have been hanging in the bal- be able to sign tennis players for
ance will have a tough recruit- next season. Secord has been in
ing season.
contact with numerous students
"The students that I have been but refused to let anyone sign
talking to are also looking else- until the fate of the program had
where," Burke said. "The students been decided.
looking at JMU for its educational
"If we drop sports or someatmosphere will keep us in mind." thing like that they'd be able to
Other coaches, however, are go somewhere else," Secord
not as optimistic.
said. "I just didn't want to put
"We haven't been permitted to them in that situation."
do anything," wrestling coach Jeff
Secord said several recruits
"Peanut" Bowyer said. "Nobody who at one time had expressed to
is interested in talking to us until him a definite desire to sign at
they know the state of our pro- JMU are no longer leaning that
gram."
way. The ninth-year coach said
Bowyer said his concern was that if he were in their position he
assistant sports editor

u

would have done the same thing.
As for players considering
transferring, Secord said he
could only remember one player
who had expressed to him a
need for clearance to talk to
other schools. Several students,
on the other hand, have told him
that they intend to stay at JMU
whatever decision is made by
the board.
An option open to some of the
endangered athletes this season is
the opportunity to redshirt their
season in order to save their eligibility. Burke made such an offer to
all of his gymnasts on both teams
but no one elected to take that
route. Bowyer, however, chose to
red-shirt his entire junior class
including last year's top three
leaders in wins.
The administration's Feb. 22
recommendation to the board
would revoke scholarship
funding from 12 teams. On the
men's side archery, golf, gymnastics, swimming and diving,
indoor and-outdoor track,
cross country, tennis and
wrestling would lose their
scholarship funding. Women's
golf, gymnastics, ssswimming
and diving and tennis would
also no longer grant scholarships. According to Secord, this
would stifle the tennis program permanently.
"If they took our scholarships
that would basically kill us,"
Secord said.
Secord said that in the scenario that the scholarships are
cut, he imagines that the best
players he could convince to
attend JMU would be the
equivalent of players that are
now seeded fourth or fifth for
the Dukes.
"I would have some decent
guys," Secord said. "We would
take some beatings though."

The Endangered Athletes List

Row 1 (right to left):
1. Freshman swimmer Bret Stone
2. Sophomore swimmer Ryan Hegna
3. Junior swimmer Tommy Quimby
Row 2 (right to left):
1. Sophomore archer Brad Fiala
Senior archer Steve Zakowicz
Senior archer Josh Smith
Freshman archer Adam Wheatcroft
Freshman archer Jennifer Bissett
6. Sophomore tennis player Mike
Hendricksen
7. Freshman tennis player Colin
Malcolm
8. Sophomore tennis player Bryan
Knehr
4. Freshman swimmer Jeff Hicks
10. Freshman swimmer Bobby Smith
11. Freshman swimmer Domenic
Bourgeois
12. Freshman swimmer Dan Rotach
13. Freshman swimmer Aaron Nester
Row 3 (right to left):
1.- Freshman archer Kelly Clark
2. Junior archer Jim Rainbolt
3. Senior archer Sarah Outland
4. Graduate student archer Sean
Patterson
5. Sophomore archer Caleb Heller
6. Junior archer Karen Auerbach
7. Freshman tennis player Craig
Anderson
8. Sophomore tennis player Luis
Rosado
9. Junior tennis player Andrew Lux
10. Senior swimmer Brendan Grant
11. Freshman swimmer Tom Libretto
12. Senior swimmer Patrick Lowry
13. Junior swimmer Steven Webb

14. Sophomore swimmer Adam
Gustafson
Row 4 (right to left):
1. Junior fencer Devon Allen
2. Freshman fencer Allison Larkin
3. Junior fencer Elizabeth Larson
4. Freshman fencer Jennifer Redmore
5. Freshman fencer Valerie DeRose
6. Sophomore diver Anjanette Kass
7. Junior swimmer Emily Medley
8. Sophomore swimmer Jeremy
Bergman
9. Sophomore swimmer Scott Moyer
10. Senior swimmer Samantha Smith
11. Freshman swimmer Mark Depew
12. Junior swimmer Adam Minister
Row 5 (right to left):
1. Freshman tennis player Brittany
Rowley
2. Senior tennis player Sarah Granson
3. Freshman tennis player Margie
Zesinger
4. Junior swimmer Amy Keel
5. Freshman swimmer Mary Webber
6. Sophomore swimmer Marie
Hansbrough
7. Junior swimmer Shannon Smiley
8. Sophomore swimmer Melanie Stein
9. Senior swimmer Julie Lestyan
10. Junior swimmer A.C. Cruickshanks
11. Senior swimmer Meghan Fenn
12. Junior swimmer Jackie Hendry
Row 6 (right to left):
1. Sophomore tennis player Shell
Graver
2. Senior tennis player Lauren Dalton
3. Junior tennis player Liz Simon
4. Freshman tennis player Spencer

Brown
5. Senior tennis player Carol Culley
6. Freshman swimmer Lindsay
Reynolds
7. Senior swimmer Kristin Thorn
8. Senior swimmer Jenny Wolff
9. Senior swimmer Kristin Charles
10. Freshman swimmer Liz Flannery
11. Sophomore swimmer Lauren Smith
Row 7 (right to left):
1. Sophomore gymnast Lauren Shear
2. Sophomore tennis player Christy
■Michaux
3. Senior tennis player Sheri Puppo
4. Junior gymnast Nicole Mungo
5. Senior gymnast Woody Miller
6. Freshman diver Brooke Carroll
7. Freshman swimmer Haley Phillips
8. Freshman swimmer Kristen Iorio
9. Freshman swimmer Sarah Martin
10. Freshman swimmer Karianna
Langslet
11. Freshman swimmer Kristen Gilman
Row 8 (right to left):
1. Junior gymnast Doug Pino
2. Freshman gymnast Justin Martin
3. Junior gymnast Lucas J. Edstrom
4. Freshman gymnast Jason Woodnick
5. Senior gymnast Amanda Love
6. Freshman gymnast Nicole DiFilippo
7. Senior gymnast Ally Betar
8. Senior gymnast Ashleigh Suarez
9. Senior gymnast Lynn Player
10. Freshman swimmer Geoff Meyer
11. Sophomore swimmer Brody Reid
12. Freshman swimmer Blair Bailey
Row 9 (right to left):
1. Red-shirt junior wrestler Mike Jeffry

2. Senior gymnast Amy McGinty
3. Junior gymnast Nick Blanton
4. Sophomore gymnast Janelle DiOrio
5. Freshman gymnast Kati Elder
6. Freshman gymnast Susan Whitlock
7. Senior gymnast Katie Aheam
8. Junior gymnast Amy Keister
9. Freshman gymnast Nicole Bascope
10. Freshman gymnast Jen Robinson
11. Red-shirt senior wrestler Anitra
"Nitro" Kass
Row 10 (right to left):
1. Sophomore gymnast Joshua
Goodwin
2. Senior gymnast Courtney Flynn
3. Freshman gymnast Erin Fitzgerald
4. Sophomore gymnast Carri Elder
5. Senior wrestler Scott Brubaker
6. Sophomore wrestler Matt Martin
7. Freshman wrestler Chris Miller
8. Sophomore wrestler Mark Minuto
9. Sophomore wrestler Pat Diaz
Row 11 (right to left):
1. Freshman wrestler Tom Brands
2. Freshman wrestler Damion Hahn
3. Freshman wrestler Terry Brands
4. Assistant wrestling coach Sanders
Freed
5. Sophomore wrestler Steve Kodish
6. Junior wrestler Jon Huesdash
7. Junior wrestler Josh Fultz
8. Junior wrestler John Pagnotta
Row 12 (right to left):
1. Freshman wrestler Steven Broglie
2. Freshman wrestler Ryan Loro
3. Junior wrestler Jimmy O'Connor
4. Freshman wrestler Justin Gronlie
5. Sophomore wrestler David Colabella

